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It has been my long held belief that you can observe and 

learn many life lessons from the world of sports. I am not 

talking about the world of professional sports, though lessons 

abound there as well, but rather about the hundreds of 

thousands of amateur sports venues around the country from 

Pop Warner Football to Little League Baseball.

One of these lessons occurred one summer when one of my 

sons was playing Little League ball. It was then, I think, that I 

first began to internalize the difference between being part of 

a team rather than just being on a team.

The back story may sound familiar. League rules require 

that all kids play at least two innings per seven-inning game. 

Our team was pretty competitive and made a four team post-

season playoff. During the season the coaching staff played by 

the rules, but played to win. The “better” players usually played 

the first 5 innings with the bench players getting plugged in to 

meet the league minimum playing time rule; generally at the 

end when the outcome was pretty much decided.

We made it to the semi-finals. It was a very close game as it 

entered the final two innings. The other team had been 

changing players out earlier in the game, but we had not. With 

the game on the line, the coach went to the bench players so as 

not to be in violation of the rules. In the end we lost and the 

coach was terribly upset with the play of the substitutes. 

Muttering to us parents something to the effect of, “Did you see 

the way they played? Didn’t they realize how important this 

was?” It was pretty clear to me he didn’t get the concept of 

being part of a team versus just being on a team. Had he chosen 

to make those players an integral part of the team from the 

beginning perhaps, just perhaps, things would have gone 

differently.

In this issue of the magazine you will read about the efforts 

– past and present – that the Coast Guard has made and 

continues to make to ensure Reserve personnel are not just on 

the team but a valued and contributing part of the team. 

Because in the end, all most folks want is what those Little 

Leaguers wanted: a chance to step up to the plate and make a 

solid contribution whenever and wherever they can. Leaders 

are responsible for ensuring they are ready.

As always, thanks for reading.

Anima est Bonus!

Jeff Smith

ReseRvist  Magazine
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To the Editor:

Thank you for the 

article “The Wrench 

Revolution” (Issue 2, 

2016). I’m greatly 

pleased to learn of the 

information of Reserve 

Maintenance Assist 

Teams (R-MAT). I have 

always believed that 

the greatest value 

reservists in the 

engineering rates can 

be to the Coast Guard 

is to have them 

perform tasks and 

duties related to their 

respective specialties.

Early in my long 

Reserve career, I was assigned to “Vessels Unit” at South Portland, 

Maine, where we spent IDT and ADT working on floating assets; 

primarily the buoy tender, buoy boats, tugs and patrol boats at 

that location. Occasionally, we worked on vessels in Portsmouth, 

N.H., Boothbay Harbor or Rockland, Maine; wherever we were 

needed most.

There was also a Maintenance and Repair (M & R) Unit, 

primarily doing shore-side civil engineering work. I later had the 

privilege of being assigned to that unit as well, which offered very 

interesting and rewarding work at various Coast Guard sites, 

such as light houses.

At both units, our highly skilled and knowledgeable 

engineering reservists did work directly related to their rates 

and advanced their skills and expertise as a DC, MK or EM. Doing 

rate related work afforded opportunities to complete practical 

factors [today’s EPQs]. The crew enjoyed and took satisfaction 

from their work. Morale was high and the opportunity to advance 

was promising.

The commands we did work for were most appreciative for 

the help. It was definitely a “win-win” situation for the member 

and for the Coast Guard. Also, when mobilized, a reservist is of 

more value when experienced, skilled and capable in their rate.

I applaud the decision to establish R-MATs.

Semper Paratus,
MAT4 Matthew D. Collins, USCGR (ret.)

To the Editor,

I'm interested in the who, what, when, where for the photo on 
the back cover of Volume LXIII, Issue 2. Also, if you could find 
space in future issues to identify the front and back cover photos 
it would be nice. 

My guess on the front photo is it was taken off Commencement 
Bay, Tacoma, Wash., because the mountain is Mt. Rainier and the 
shoreline and port shown is not Seattle.

Lt. Cmdr. Stephen Purvine, USCGR (ret.)

editor’s note:
Sir, thank you for your letter. Both front and back cover photos and 

their cutlines and photo credits are listed to the right.

To the Editor,

As reservist, we all run into roadblocks sometimes when 
doing our IDT/ADT. North Carolina Governor Pat McCrory 
created an office to help State employees with military questions. 
I would like to personally thank Bob Schultz of the newly 
established Veterans Affairs office within the Office of State 
Human Resources (OSHR). Bob was able to clarify the policy on 
military leave that had at least three departments with varying 
versions. In my division of Marine Fisheries, Human Resources 
Specialist Kathy Storhotz received two different interpretations 
of the policy. Kathy and Bob collaborated to find the correct 
answer, allowing me to complete my Coast Guard ADT without 
using personal leave.

Bravo Zulu for the Governor setting up this office for his State 
employees.

Senior Chief Chris Horak, USCGR

PSU 305

CoRReCtion:
The View From the Bridge column which ran in Issue 2, 2016 of 

the RESERVIST inadvertently contained the text from the column 

which ran in Issue 1, 2016. The text originally planned for the Issue 

2 column appears in this issue and is authored by Rear. Adm. 

Francis Pelkowski. We apologize to our readers for this error.

Volume LXIII  �  Issue 1 • 2016

THE CORNERSTONE OF THE COAST GUARD 

RESERVE SINCE THE BEGINNING.

CELEBRATING 75 YEARS OF SERVICE:

FIRST OF FOUR COMMEMORATIVE POSTERS INSIDE

NATIONAL DEFENSE

ReseRvist  Magazine

FRoM  ouR  ReadeRs

the Response Boat-Medium (RB-M), launched at Commencement Bay in 
tacoma, Wash., and completed successful builder's trials on March 3, 2008, 
replaced the 41-foot Utility Boats (UtB) which had been the workhorse of the 
coastal stations for more than 25 years.        Photo by Pa2 zac Crawford

a Coast guard motor lifeboat 
provides escort to San 
Francisco's crab fishermen as 
a wartime precaution during 
World War ii. this naval 
protection includes taking the 
fleet to the fishing grounds 
at dawn, remaining with it 
through the fishing hours 
and finally bringing it home 
through the golden gate in 
the late afternoon.

Photo by ann Rosener,  

U.S. office of War information.
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Coast Guard crew members onboard a 45-foot 

response boat-medium and a special purpose 

craft - boarding team delivery boat participate 

in a training exercise led by the Maritime 

Security Response Team in Norfolk, Virginia, 

June 27.  The MSRT is trained to be a first 

responder to potential terrorist situations; 

deny terrorist acts; perform security actions 

against non-compliant actors; perform 

tactical facility entry and enforcement; 

participate in port level counterterrorism 

exercises; and educate other forces on Coast 

Guard counterterrorism procedures. 
Photo by PA1 Melissa Leake



L
ike any organization, the CG Reserve Component (RC) is in a constant state of evaluation. 
But one thing remains constant; we all have an obligation to maximize the investment 
that the taxpayers make in us. Our goals as reservists must be to use every second of our 

paid 36 days/year to earn the skills the Commandant needs when the nation calls on us. You 
may recall that many reservists had poor individual readiness when we surged to respond 
to the 9-11 terrorist attacks. Our organization went to work on that problem which resulted 
in a cultural change; we now have superb individual readiness and IDT/ADT attendance. We 
should be proud of that cultural change and push for the next required cultural change, a high 
level of skills, what I call “operational readiness.” The bottom line is that being individually 
ready (medical/dental, etc…) and showing up for drills is no longer enough. We must be 
aggressive in meeting our training goals.

In Adm. Zukunft’s recent interview in the RESERVIST (Issue 1, 2016), the Commandant 
talks about everything from surge capacity to reasonable commuting distance. It is clear 
that the Commandant and his team are very engaged on RC issues. So what are some of our 
biggest RC weaknesses? I would argue that one organizational failure has been our inability 
to communicate what our RC is supposed to be? When I travel the country visiting active 
duty Commands and reservists, I often get asked by senior leaders “what is our Reserve force 
supposed to be?” This question is troubling to me because past and present Commandants 
have provided a clear answer to this question. Our RC missions and capabilities were formerly 
written in the Commandant’s Reserve Policy Statement. More recently, Adm. Zukunft 
directed his team to analyze numerous responses to hurricanes, 9-11, EXXon VALdEz and 
dEEPWATER HoRIzon, our ongoing PSU missions, and Overseas Contingency Operations. 
In addition, our two Area Commands joined together and submitted their combined 
recommendations on RC Missions, Force Structure, and Capability. Based on the analysis 
performed, the Commandant reconfirmed that the RC must remain “contingency-centric” 
while only demanding RC skills that are generally achievable in 36 training days/year. With 
that in mind, the Commandant issued a Strategic Planning Direction (SPD), the details of 
which tell the current story. Specifically, the primary domestic mission of the RC is Ports, 
Waterways, and Coastal Security (PWCS). Reservists are to be trained to support Prevention 
and Response PWCS, particularly for direct support to increases in MARSEC Conditions and 
Military Outload Operations (MOL). To become ready, our job, as reservists, is to build our 
Boat Forces, Law Enforcement, Facility Inspector (Safety & Security), Container Inspector, 
and Explosive Handling Supervisor competencies. Our secondary mission-set is Incident 
Response, Preparedness, and Marine Environmental Protection (MEP). This requires us to 
maintain Pollution Responder, Federal On-Scene Coordinator's Representative, and Incident 
Command System (ICS) competencies. Our Mission Support reservists must provide the skills 
that are needed for manpower mobilizations, operational supply, and technical/engineering 
support of surge operations. 

Finally, the RC will continue to provide the expeditionary warfare capabilities provided 
by our PSU’s, Redeployment and Inspection Detachments (RAID teams), and will remain 
integrated within Combatant Commanders' staff elements. The list above is not 100% 
inclusive of every RC capability, but it outlines the vast majority of them. When you compare 
this list with the missions/capabilities outlined in the past few Reserve Policy Statements, 
you will notice that they have not changed significantly over the past 10 years. Therefore, 
our training goals have remained fairly consistent. So when CG members ask what our RC 
is supposed to be, either we, as senior leaders, have failed to properly communicate the 
answer, or the people who ask the question don’t like the answers. I believe it is fair to say 
that the question has been answered, and it is our job to now build a culture of “operational 
readiness” to make the Commandant’s vision a reality.

Semper Paratus.

"Our goals as 

reservists must 

be to use every 

second of our paid 

36 days/year to 

earn the skills the 

Commandant needs 

when the nation 

calls on us."

ReseRvist  Magazine
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Rear Admiral 

Francis "Stash" Pelkowski

Senior Reserve Officer

Atlantic Area
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G
reetings shipmates, the musician, Brian Hugh Warner, aka: Marilyn Manson, once said, 

“I never said to be like me, I say be yourself and make a difference.”

In May 2006, Admiral Thad Allen assumed the duties of the 26th Commandant of 

the Coast Guard and held, “the keys to the car” as he liked to say. He scheduled a meeting for 

all the Gold Badge Master Chiefs (Active and Reserve) in his conference room at the old CG 

headquarters building at Buzzards Point. Adm. Allen gave us a short speech on where we 

were and where he wanted us to go as an organization. Then he looked around the room and 

asked what we needed to fix to get there. After a short pause, I piped up and said, we need to 

do something about the management of the Reserve force. ADM had seen some of our issues 

during Hurricane Katrina and he brought some of those up. After discussing a few more 

examples, ADM Allen turned to his aide and had him make some notes.

That meeting and those notes went on to become Commandant Intent Action Order (CIAO) 

#9. CIAO #9 was the beginning of the restructuring of billets for the reserve management. It 

also directed a study be performed on the Port Security (PS) rating and its future. Ultimately, 

CIAO #9 led to the creation of today’s Reserve Force Readiness System (RFRS). RFRS 

represents the largest reorganization of Reserve Program Management since the integration 

of the Reserve in the mid-90s. The review of the PS rating led to the creation of and merger 

with the Maritime Enforcement Rating.

In 2011, at a PAC/LANT Commander’s summit when Vice Adm. Manson Brown and Vice 

Adm. Robert Parker held those three star positions, the Area and District Gold Badge Master 

Chiefs had a slot in the presentations where we wanted to present three issues that were 

negatively affecting the fleet. We decided that two issues should be active duty related and 

one should focus on Reserve issues. I had already been raising the issue about competencies 

in the Reserve. Collectively, the Master Chiefs felt this was the perfect platform to highlight the 

issue. So I pulled out my data from my ever present “murse” and pointed out to the “6 stars” 

that the Reserve force were only 8.3% compliant with the current requirements.

That is when a large focus was placed on the competency process and has resulted in 

entering thousands of billet based competencies into our tracking and training programs.

Why do I site these two specific examples? I wanted to highlight just some of the impacts 

that a boy from a farming community in Illinois can have on a military organization. I don’t 

wear any lifesaving medals, command pins, marine safety pin, shoulder boards or any boat 

forces insignias. But what I do wear is two stars above the fouled anchors and a Gold Badge 

that opens almost any door. More importantly, I have a voice, and I am willing to speak truth 

to power.

Looking in the rear view mirror you can see the many positive strides that the Reserve 

Program has taken. We have matured from making sure all our members are physically ready 

to now making sure our training systems can keep up with the ever increasing demands we 

place on our billets and personnel. These do not happen overnight. Often they do not happen 

as we hope or expect. For me the bottom line is fairly simple. Each of us, in our own way, can 

make a difference. We can facilitate and sometimes drive change but we must be willing to do 

the hard work of building personal knowledge and using that knowledge to craft workable 

solutions to the challenges of the day.

I challenge each of you to find your voice. In the end, you may be surprised as to how much 

of a difference you can make.

Semper Paratus.

Master Chief Petty Officer

Kirk. D. Murphy

Reserve Command Master Chief 

Atlantic Area

"For me the 

bottom line is 

fairly simple.  

Each of us, in 

our own way, 

can make a 

difference."

ReseRvist  Magazine

deckplate  soundings
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Survival of the fittest:
PSU 313 members hold water survival training for sister services

In the midst of a hot, sunny day on U.S. Naval Station 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, seven Troopers from Joint Task Force 

Guantanamo (JTF-GTMO) put on their uniforms, body armor 

and helmets to conduct the Coast Guard’s Water Survival 

Course on May 13 at the Morale, Welfare & Recreation’s 

Windjammer Pool.

Service members from the Army, Air Force, Coast Guard and 

Marines participated in the course. Among the trainees was 

Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Cosper, the JTF-GTMO senior 

enlisted leader. 

Upon course completion, trainees obtain certification to 

wear a law enforcement belt equipped with what is similar to 

an inflatable life jacket. The equipment is the only flotation 

device authorized to be worn in conjunction with the Coast 

Guard’s ballistic plate carrier, said Chief Petty Officer Jordan 

Gere, a JTF-GTMO Coast Guard Trooper and water survival 

training course trainer.

The course goes through a crawl, walk and run phase, said 

Gere. The participants begin with a swim test that includes 

different basic swim strokes. Afterwards, the participants learn 

 Marine Corps Staff Sgt. esteban Jauregu, operations Chief of the Marine Corps Security Force Company in guantanamo,
participates in waster survival training being facilitated by MaRSeCdet/PSU 313.
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how to jump into the water properly and 

practice using the equipment in the shallow 

end of the pool.

After practicing the removal of gear in 

the shallow end and the deep end, the final 

three jumps take place from the top of a 10 

foot platform, said Gere. Participants 

remove all their gear, inflate the flotation 

device manually and swim to the stairs 

leading out of the pool.

The risk level of the training was high, 

and each time a trainee conducted a jump 

there was at least one master swimmer and 

one water survival responder in the water, 

said Petty Officer 2nd Class Carla Galland, 

another JTF-GTMO Coast Guard Trooper 

and course trainer. “I make sure the trainees 

who are participating in the program don’t 

drown in the process of getting qualified,” 

Galland said. “Our job is to be there as a 

reassurance to the trainees, and also in case 

of an emergency.”

By the end of the course, the instructors 

built participants’ confidence in survival 

while in a body of water, said Cosper. “The training was just 

unbelievable,” Cosper said. “There was nothing but 

professionalism from the Coast Guard. I couldn’t be happier 

with their professionalism and for them allowing me and the 

JTF-GTMO deputy commander to come down and train with 

them. I used to consider myself a strong swimmer, but after the 

physical portions of this, I wasn’t as strong as I thought I was.”

The Coast Guardsmen assigned to JTF-GTMO enjoy having 

other branches of service attend their training because it allows 

every service to build relationships with one another, said Gere. 

“We invited other members from other branches because we 

continually want to train and work with the other branches to 

increase the interoperability between crews,” Gere said. “It also 

gives other branches an idea of the equipment that is being 

used in a different branch of service.”

— Story and photos by

PFC Lauren A. Ogburn, U.S. Army

army Staff Sgt. Kasey Sluder, member of Joint task Force guantanamo, participates in water 
survival training facilitated by MaRSeCedet/PSU 313.

11th District Reservist Attends

International Port Security Program in Brazil
Cmdr. Brent Bergan, Coast Guard International Port 

Security Liaison Officer for Brazil, and Lt.j.g. Erika 
Hughes, reservist with the 11th District/PACAREA 
Command Center, recently traveled to Brazil to 
participate in the International Port Security (IPS) 
Program’s annual country assessment. Lt.j.g. Hughes 
served as a Portuguese interpreter during Cmdr. 
Bergan's high-level discussions with Brazilian 
government and port security officials during a Rio de 
Janeiro port security visit in advance of the Olympics. 
Hughes and Bergan toured the Rio port facilities, which 
include a cruise ship facility, bulk cargo area and a 
container facility. The IPS Program's primary goal is to 
reduce risk to the national maritime transportation 
system. IPS assesses the effectiveness of anti-terrorism 
measures in foreign ports that are maritime trading 
partners with the U.S. or those countries that could 
possibly pose a risk to international maritime 
commerce. The annual assessment takes place at 
selected ports of the chosen country to assess its port 
security measures.

 — Story and photo submitted by

PAC Sherri L. Eng,

11th District Public Affairs 

Shown here during their port visit are (front row, left to right): Lt. Cmdr. Paul Keller, U.S. 
navy Brazil assistant attache; Charles giardino, naval Criminal investigative Service for 
the U.S. Consulate of Rio; Cmdr. Bergan, USCg international Port Security Liaison officer; 
izabela Silva Rodrigues Santoni, Rio Port authority Superintendent; Lt.j.g. Hughes, USCgR; 
Joaquim gomes da Silva neto, Rio Port Security Manager. (Back row): unidentified, U.S. 
Consulate of Rio Representative; unidentified, head of CeSPoRtoS. 

Photo courtesy of the Rio Port authority
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It was a warm Sunday afternoon in May, just before Fleet 
Week and the members of the Sector New York Incident 
Management Division (IMD) gather for a unique re-enlistment 
ceremony. Marine Science Technician First Class Robert 
McNeill stood with his right hand raised ready to renew his 
commitment, steps away from a section of the 9/11 Memorial 
in Lower Manhattan which reads the name of another eternally 
dedicated member of Sector New York, Port Security Specialist 
Second Class (PS2) Vincent Danz.

Petty Officer McNeill could think of no better place to renew 
his vow to devotion to duty. “I chose the 9/11 memorial because 

that day is the reason I joined,” remarks McNeill. Like many 
others, he answered a call to action on that tragic day. And, like 
many, has a post-9/11 career that took him directly to the front 
lines of the global war on terror.

“I served one year in Afghanistan on Redeployment 
Assistance Inspection Detachment Team XV,” recalls McNeill. 
“We assisted units that were returning home to pack up their 
hazardous material and assisted with the customs clearance 
process ensuring a smooth transition home of their property. 
At night I volunteered at the Craig Joint Theater Hospital where 
I helped carry the wounded soldiers on and off the medivac 

flights and kept the soldiers company while they 
waited to go home. On Sundays I helped teach English 
to local children 6 to 10 years old.”

Petty Officer McNeill has a deeper connection with 
PS2 Danz than many Coast Guard members because 
of their civilian jobs. “I did not know Vincent Danz 
but we both chose the same path. We both chose to be 
police officers and Coasties.” Petty Officer Danz served 
in the Emergency Services Unit of the New York City 
Police Department (NYPD) and was the first of New 
York’s Finest identified during the recovery efforts in 
the months after the destruction of the World Trade 
Center. Danz also served with  the Port Security Unit 
with duties that led to the formation of the Incident 
Management Division at Sector New York. Today, Petty 
Officer McNeill serves as the lead Petty Officer for 
Reserve IMD Team 2 as well as a member of NYPD’s 
81st Precinct, serving and protecting the people of 
New York City.

— Story and Photos by

PA3 Michael Himes,

1st District Public Affairs South

Members of the incident Management division of Sector new York come together to honor Petty officer Mcneill's re-enlistment
along with the memory of Vincent danz.

Petty officer Robert Mcneill with his supervisor, Lt. Cmdr. arthur Hudman,
at the 9/11 Memorial. 

Sector New York Reservist Honors
Special Connection to 9-11
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Coast Guard and Marines work and train together to 
improve their readiness toward the unexpected 

 At all hours of the day, 
one can look out into the 
waters surrounding U.S. 
Naval Station Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba, and identify one 
of the Coast Guard’s 32-foot 
Transportable Port Security 
Boats (TPSB). The Coast 
Guard patrols the bay’s 
Southern and Northern 
Boundaries protecting and 
securing it from the 
unexpected, which can 
come in many forms and at 
a moment’s notice. Such an 
event was simulated by the 
Coast Guard and the Marine 
Corps Security Forces 
Company here, April 26, as 
a drill designed to maintain 
medical evacuation read-
iness for both the Coast 
Guard and Marines, who 
provide Anti-Terrorism 
Force Protection (AT-FP) to 
Joint Task Force Guan-
tanamo (JTF-GTMO).

“Tonight’s drill was a 
joint-operational drill that 
simulated a Marine 
injured by falling off a 
Marine outpost tower,” said Coast Guard Chief Petty Officer 
Jordan M. Gere, Assistant Boat Chief here at JTF GTMO. “The 
aspect that we mainly provided was a transportable boat. In 
order to get the injured personnel from the trauma site to where 
medical attention would be, the base’s Naval Hospital, we 
needed to get them there as fast as we could. And we provide the 
fastest platform here on the island.”

The Marines conduct continuous security operations along 
the shore side perimeter and the direct waterside approaches 
between NAVSTA and Cuba as stated in the agency’s mission 
statement. A typical schedule for a Marine guard consists of 
eight hours in the tower, sixteen hours on call and eight hours 
given to rest.

A Coast Guardsmen will typically work an eight-hour day; 
four designated to the water and four designated to the Boat 
House, said Coast Guard Petty Officer Second Class Matthew M. 
Romes, a Maritime Enforcement Specialist here at JTF GTMO. 
“You can stay a full eight hours on the water, but the weapons 
are going to be way too salty and you start to have more wear 
and tear issues on the boat.”

The security patrols executed on both the land and water 
within the naval defense area of GTMO is in support of the 
Department of Defense’s AT-FP which according to the mission 
statement is to provide an appropriate level of security and 
safety for all service members, civilians and infrastructures of 
the United States and allies from acts of terrorism.

“A Marine has to be trained in every aspect of the mission,” 
said Jauregui. “They have to know the intricacies of working 
with the supporting agencies here on base, just in case they are 

that person that has to make that call, and they will know how 
and when to make it.”

JTF GTMO is a unique component of NAVSTA as all five service 
branches of the Armed Forces have a working presence here.

“Any time we get to participate in a drill like this, they are 
very beneficial, and we get a lot out of them,” said Gere. “We 
learn how we can change or improve something with the way 
we run our standard operating procedures. Every time we do a 
drill we’re critiquing the different areas of how we can become 
more efficient. We don’t want an emergency to happen and that 
to be the first time we go through one of these drills with 
interagency.”

The Coast Guard and MCSFCO also conducted a Marine 
Insertion exercise, on April 26. During this exercise, 54 Marines 
were transported via two Coast Guard TPSBs to a beach drop 
zone in order to conduct tactical operation movements.

“There are a number of different assets where we all work 
together in an interagency,” said Gere. “If it’s a drill like this or if 
we are doing a detainee movement or commissions, all different 
parties work together with different overlapping roles to 
prevent anything from being overlooked. We have already built 
those relationships, so when we meet in a real-world scenario, 
it’s not for the first time. We have already developed 
communications, so we can work better together in the future.”

     — Story and photo by

Sgt. Sarah Kirby, U.S. Army

The Coast Guard and MCSFCO conducted a Marine Insertion exercise, on April 26. During this exercise, 54 Marines 
were transported via two Coast Guard TPSBs to a beach drop zone in order to conduct tactical operation movements.
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Sector Houston-Galveston’s All-Hands meeting on April 9 and 
10, 2016, saw nearly 100% participation of its 235 reserve 
members. The Sector also hosted three Coast Guard Reserve 
Senior Leaders including Rear Adm. Francis ‘Stash’ Pelkowski 
(LANT SRO), Capt. Steven Hill (D8 SRO) and MCPO Joe Pasqua (D8 
Reserve Command Master Chief). The All-Hands commenced with 
departing Sector Commander Capt. Brian Penoyer expressing his 
gratitude while emphasizing continuous readiness, as hurricane 
season is right around the corner, and 65 ships transit the Houston 
ship channel each day. He stressed the importance of remaining 
vigilant and well qualified and reminded everyone that less than 

two years ago he relied upon 60 of his Reserve force to manage a 
Type I incident where Sector reservists staffed all ICS roles from 
the incident mid-point to final resolution and demobilization. 

Rear Adm. Pelkowski addressed the audience and placed 
emphasis on the Commandant’s and his perspective that the 
Reserve Component should be ‘Contingency Based.’ That is, 
reservists serve at their unit with the overall goal of training and 
attaining qualifications towards one of several specialized 

missions expected of the Reserve. “By prioritizing and narrowing 
the band of missions supported by the Reserve Component, we 
should be able to optimize our support of operational readiness in 
key competencies and support both the active component as well 
as provide surge strength during contingencies,” stated Pelkowski. 
He stressed that with a smaller workforce than in the past, it is 
imperative that all members be qualified and ready to respond to 

contingencies that threaten our country, its citizens and the 
economy, and, that we have an obligation to the taxpayer to ensure 
that this occurs.

A combined breakout session was then held with the Chiefs 
Mess and Wardroom which included representatives from the 

Sector, three MSUs, SFO, and four small boat stations.
An open and candid discussion on training, equipment, quotas, 

travel and promotions/advancement provided the three senior 
visitors with a clear snapshot of the challenges faced in the field.

Later that day, the Rear Adm. Pelkowski got underway with a 
29’ Response Boat Small (RBS) crew for a tour of the Houston ship 

channel and the Texas City ‘Y,’ where seven navigable waterways 
converge. This familiarization ride was provided by fully qualified 

Reserve boat crews from Station Galveston and demonstrated the 
success of full integration at the unit level.

The following day the Rear Adm. Pelkowski and Capt. Hill 
received a CG Auxiliary Air plane ride over the entire AOR by 
Auxiliary Air Coordinator and Aircraft Commander Mr. Ted Dyson.

The visit was perhaps best summed up by Capt Hill who noted, 
“I am proud to be a member of this organization, especially after 
seeing all the many moving parts within Sector Houston-Galveston 
and the great work performed by the reserve component. The 
strong relationship and integration between the Reserve and 
Active Duty counterparts is noteworthy.”

— Submitted by

Cmdr. Ron J. Catudal,

Senior Reserve Officer, Sector Houston-Galveston

Rear Adm. Pelkowski and D8 Reserve Command Master Chief Joe Pasqua address the Sector Houston-Galveston Wardroom
and Chiefs Mess following the unit All-Hands, April 9th. 

Senior Reserve Leaders Visit Sector Houston

Rear Adm. Pelkowski visits with Station Galveston reservists BM1 Andrew 
Moorehead, MK1 Jacob Ellis, BM3 Peyton Tolar, and BM3 Cody Steel.
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MSU Baltimore Holds Annual MOBEX 
On April 16, 2016, the Mobile Support Unit, Baltimore Md., 

(MSU) conducted OPERATION RESOLUTE, their annual 

mobilization exercise (MOBEX) for 2016. The 2016 MOBEX was 

conducted on the grounds of the 97th Army Reserve’s 949th 

Transportation Detachment in Curtis Bay, Md.

This joint services exercise included personnel and assets from 

Communications Command (COMMCOM) in Chesapeake, Va., as 

well as the Deployable Contingency Communication System 

(DCCS) from 1st District, the Army 949th Transportation Company, 

ESD Baltimore as well as the MSU. Rear Adm. Bruce Baffer, Assistant 

Commandant for Engineering and Logistics (CG-4), and Rear Adm. 

Kurt Hinrichs, Director of Reserve and Military Personnel, were in 

attendance, as was Lt. Col. Nguyen, Battalion Commander of the 

359th Transportation Battalion in Fort Eustis, Va.

This evolution was based on USCG National Incident 

Management System Incident Command System (ICS) structure. It 

was designed to mimic the format most likely encountered by 

deployed USCG Reserve members in response to a  

contingency operation.

The MSU set up two forward operating bases (FOB1 and FOB2)) 

consisting of power generation units, mobile work shops, mobile 

parts trailers and tents for meeting and troop quartering. On site at 

FOB1, the crew from COMMCOM set up their Mobile Communication 

Vehicle (MCV) and their Enhanced Mobile Incident Command Post 

(eMICP) to correspond to the MSU’s assets in place. COMMCOM 

personnel at FOB1conducted secured communications training 

with members of the 949th and proceeded to sync 949th vessels 

and USCG systems to allow for interagency communications over 

secure channels.

During this time MSU personnel from the eMICP along 

with members from ESD Baltimore set up the DCCS suite 

and tested the interoperability of the DCCS and FLS-MAM 

to allow for the MSU to track and issue needed parts from 

its inventory to Coast Guard assets during a  

contingency operation.

Rear Adm. Baffer conducted an all-hands briefing for 

the assembled crew. This was followed by an awards 

ceremony presided by Rear Adm. Hinrichs during which 

Lt. Lucas Spurrier and CPO Mathew McNamee received 

Coast Guard Achievement Medals, MCPO Wayne Cox 

accepted the Coast Guard Meritorious Team 

Commendation on behalf of the crew and PO Nicholson 

was recognized for her acceptance into the Reserve 

Officer Candidate Indoctrination  program.

— Story and photo submitted by

CWO Joseph Scarpelli
Personnel assigned to the Army 949th Transportation Company conducted a presentation 
of their assets and capabilities.                          Photo by EM3 Peter Knorr

CGC JAMES RANKIN Hosts ‘Boss Lift”

Nearly 40 bosses, employers and supervisors 

participated in an Employee Support of Guard and 

Reserve (ESGR) Boss Lift aboard the Coast Guard 

Cutter JAMES RANKIN, April 4, 2016. The Boss Lift 

program is intended to gain and maintain support 

from all public and private employers of Reserve 

component military members. These events bring 

employers to observe their employees perform 

military duty. ESGR facilitates and promotes a 

cooperative culture of employer support for National 

Guard and Reserve services by developing and 

advocating mutually beneficial initiatives, 

recognizing outstanding employer support, 

increasing awareness of applicable laws and 

policies, resolving potential conflicts between 

employers and their service members, and acting as 

the employers' principal advocate within 

Department of Defense.

This was the first time a Boss Lift has been coordinated aboard 

a Coast Guard asset. Participants of the Boss Lift observed two 29-

foot Response Boat-Small boat crews training on the Potomac 

River, as well as a demonstration of the retrieval and setting of a 

an aid to navigation by the JAMES RANKIN’s crew.

The journey concluded with a passage to the George 

Washington’s home at Mt. Vernon where Boss Lift participants got 

to view Coast Guard members rendering honors to America’s first 

president.

 — Story and photo submitted by

PA3 Jasmine Miezala

Participants of the Employee Support of the Guard and Reserve pose in front of Coast Guard 
Cutter JAMES RAnKIn, Wednesday, Apr. 6, in Alexandria, Va. nearly 40 bosses, employers 
and supervisors participated in the Boss Lift program to observe the type of duties their 
reserve employees perform while serving.
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Multiple components attend Coast Guard leadership course
Coast Guardsmen, Soldiers, Airmen and Sailors assigned to Joint 

Task Force Guantanamo (JTF-GTMO) and U.S. Naval Station 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, attended the Coast Guard’s Leadership and 

Management School (LAMS), May 2-6, at the Naval Station Chapel.

The course is designed to develop skills in areas such as 

communicating effectively, influencing others positively, creating 

an environment that motivates performance, encouraging personal 

ethics and promoting teamwork, said Coast Guard Chief Petty 

Officer Alicia Stein, a LAMS instructor assigned to the U.S. Coast 

Guard Training Center.

“We’re really big into leadership skills, but more into the 

personal skills,” Stein said. “You have to tune into your people and 

build that relationship so that you can know how to  

motivate them.”

Troopers in attendance participated in interactive lectures and 

group activities throughout the week. One of the most valuable 

parts of the course was embedding with leaders from other 

branches and seeing how they operate, said Army Sgt. Spencer 

Weyant, a Trooper assigned to JTF-GTMO.

“I thought of this as a great opportunity to see things from a 

different perspective and to interact with the Coast Guard, partner 

with them and see how they do things,” Weyant said. “The Coast 

Guard places more of an emphasis on interpersonal relationships. 

They like to incorporate the big picture into things. No one 

leadership style is going to work for everybody, but I think people 

need to be adaptive and understand when they need to apply 

certain leadership traits.”

Though the course is required to advance from E5 to E6 for the 

Coast Guard, it is important to always look for leadership courses 

and opportunities and use them to become a better leader, said 

Petty Officer 2nd Class Bennett Olsson, a Coast Guardsman with 

JTF-GTMO.

“I think it’s important for us as leaders to continually get 

training,” Olsson said. “We need good leaders in the military so we 

can carry on our legacy.”

During the teamwork portion of the course, the group went 

outside and did an exercise that involved getting a ping pong ball 

into a box using only plastic chutes, said Air Force Staff Sgt. Kenya 

McCoy, a Trooper with the Base Engineer Emergency Force 18 at 

JTF-GTMO. Everyone had to participate, and they were not allowed 

to touch or drop the ball.

“It was crazy,” McCoy said. “It was chaos at first. You have this 

random group of people who you’ve never worked with, but we 

came together, worked together, figured it out and got it done.”

Courses like LAMS are important to help an individual grow as a 

leader, said McCoy. Attending courses to continuously get better is 

the definition of leadership.

“I think having courses like this are important, first of all, to 

remind us what it means to be a leader,” McCoy said. “It inspires 

you to want to be better as an individual and service member. As 

leaders, we are responsible for the people we lead, and we have a 

duty to them. You have to make yourself better before you can 

expect to get something better from someone else.”

One of the main points the instructors wanted to get across to 

the students is for them to focus on the junior enlisted service 

members and always make sure they are taken care of, and in turn, 

they will put forth more effort, said Stein.

“Leadership is situational,” Stein said. “As a leader you need to 

adapt. Leadership is not a one-time thing. You need to keep thinking 

about it. An important thing as leaders is to reflect and be self 

aware by thinking, ‘what am I doing to help my people?’ rather 

than ‘what are they doing to help me?’.”
— Story and photo by

PFC Lauren A. Ogburn, U.S. Army

Members assigned to Joint Task Force Guantanamo and U.S. naval Station Guantanamo Bay attend
the Coast Guard's Leadership and Management School during their deployment to Cuba.
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EPLOs Hold Workshop in San Diego
USCG Emergency Preparedness Liaison Officers (EPLOs) 

from across the Coast Guard attended a week-long Defense 

Support of Civil Authorities or (DSCA) workshop on Coronado 

Island, San Diego, Calif., to support Department of Defense (DOD) 

initiatives and further understand DOD and DHS domestic 

response efforts during natural disasters.

While the Coast Guard has statutory authorities covering 

maritime search and rescue and other emergency support 

functions, the DSCA mission is to support civil authorities 

utilizing DOD assets for domestic emergencies and other 

qualifying scenarios. Together, Coast Guard EPLOs, DSCA Defense 

Coordinating Officers (DCOs), and Defense Coordination 

Elements (DCEs), along with other Federal, State, and Local 

partners, help to provide for a whole-of-government approach 

to emergency planning, preparedness, mitigation, and recovery 

efforts.

Coast Guard EPLO’s are assigned to each FEMA region and 
provide liaison support within FEMA’s National Response 

Coordination Center and FEMA’s Regional Response Coordination 

Centers, as well as, coordinate with the Coast Guard  

district commanders.

CGRU USPACOM Partners with Vietnam for First-Ever 
Emergency Response Table Top Exercise

In March and May 2016, Cmdr. Evan Galbo, a reservist assigned 

to the CGRU USPACOM J52 Southeast Asia Policy Division, travelled 

to Hanoi, Vietnam, on two separate occasions to help support the 

first ever U.S.-Vietnam Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief 

(HA/DR) Emergency Response (ER) Table Top Exercise (TTX). The 

Final Planning Conference (FPC) occurred in March 2016, which 

helped prepare for the follow-on ER TTX two months later. The 

Vietnam National Search and Rescue Committee (VINASARCOM) 

was the primary Vietnam military host involved in the exercise 

planning and the U.S. Center For Excellence – Disaster Management 

(CFE-DM), a subordinate unit of USPACOM, was the overall project 

leader for the event.

In conjunction with the Oregon National Guard State 

Partnership Program (ORNG SPP), who has been a SPP partner 

with Vietnam since 2012, the CFE-DM sought additional Subject 

Matter Experts (SME) to help make this very high profile ER TTX 

a success. Recognizing the U.S. Coast Guard as the global leader 

in Maritime SAR, the USPACOM J52 offered Cmdr. Galbo to assist 

with the FPC and TTX which included USPACOM joint force 

members from all the U.S military services and over 20 U.S. 

delegation members in total. Galbo was the only U.S. Coast Guard 

member participating in both the FPC and TTX and was selected to 

be the U.S. ER TTX Maritime SAR working group team leader. He 

worked closely with USPACOM, CFE-DM, U.S. Embassy Hanoi, and 

Hanoi Office of Defense Cooperation (ODC) to ensure an accurate 

maritime component to the exercise that included the right mix of 

joint force working group team members.

The ER TTX scenario involved a super typhoon hitting northern 

Vietnam with 195 mph winds, causing massive infrastructure 

collapses, hundreds of vessels lost or damaged at sea, and 

countless thousands missing or dead. The super typhoon quickly 

exceeds Vietnam’s abilities to respond and international assistance 

is requested. Within this scenario construct, there were four main 

working groups created: 1) Command and Control, 2) Maritime 

SAR, 3) Building Collapse/Chemical Spill, and 4) Field Hospital.

The ER TTX was conducted May 9-13, 2016, at VINASARCOM’s 

National Center for SAR located northwest of Hanoi. It is being 

viewed as a “springboard” event that will hopefully lead to future 

mil-to-mil exercises with Vietnam and other Southeast Asian 

nations adjacent to the highly volatile South China Sea. The ER TTX 

also supports two (HA/DR and Maritime SAR) of the five pillars in 

the groundbreaking 2011 MOU signed by the U.S. and Vietnam.

As a Captain Select, with orders as the Command Advisor to 

CORIVGRU-1 in San Diego, Cmdr. Galbo would ultimately like to 

return to the Southeast Asia region in hopes of conducting one of 

the most sought after pillars of the 2011 MOU - Maritime Security 

exercises with Vietnam.   �

Cmdr. evan galbo (center), the U.S. Ha/dR emergency Response ttX Maritime 
SaR Working group Leader, stands with members from both the U.S. and 
Vietnam Maritime SaR Working groups on May 11, in Hanoi, Vietnam.

eLPo Workshop attendees L to R: Cmdr. gregory duncan, Lt. Cmdr. todd 
Remusat, Capt. tom Martin, Lt. Cmdr. Bret Mastronardi, Cmdr. Richard 
Roberts, Cmdr. Ken Kusano, Lt. Cmdr. Jonathan Bernhardt, Cmdr. Jeff engle, 
Lt. Cmdr. Caroline Beckmann, Lt. Cmdr. James etherton, Capt. Lane Putala, 
Cmdr. Maureen Kallgren, Rear adm. Michael Mcallister, Capt. daniel Clark, 
Lt. Cmdr. Cassandra tidden, Cmdr. Josh Peters, Cmdr. Chris Kluckhuhn,  
Cmdr. gerald thornton and Lt. Kenisha Scott.
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Reserve Judge Advocates Pursue New Contingency Mission 
Lawyer PQS at Headquarters

On Monday, May 18, thirty-nine Coast Guard Reserve Judge 

Advocate (RJAG) Program officers and enlisted personnel 

gathered at Coast Guard Headquarters in Washington, D.C., to 

participate in an annual training seminar. The RJAG Program 

was conceived out of lessons learned from the 2010 Deepwater 

Horizon Oil Spill. During that response, the demand for legal 

services was extreme. Reservists, who were also lawyers, were 

extensively deployed to the Unified Command and Incident 

Command Posts. Reserve lawyers performed in an exemplary 

manner during the contingency and their delivery of legal 

services was a vital component of the overall success of the 

Coast Guard’s efforts. But it was clear that billet, training, and 

qualification standardization could improve the ability of the 

Coast Guard’s legal community to deliver timely, accurate legal 

advice during a major incident. In 2011, The Judge Advocate 

General (TJAG) chartered a work group to develop a new 

paradigm for the delivery of legal services by Reserve lawyers. 

The work group recommended the establishment of a new 

program within the Coast Guard Reserve specifically for lawyers 

with established missions, qualifications, and a revised career 

path. (ALCOAST 351/13).

The purpose of this year’s training seminar was to provide 

training on a variety of legal topics to RJAG members stationed 

across the country. The seminar also placed a special focus on 

the fact that Coast Guard Reserve Judge Advocates may be 

called upon to provide legal advice and other services when 

mobilized in support of homeland security and domestic 

disaster operations or other contingency operations. To address 

that recognized need, RJAG members received training toward 

the newly-established Contingency Missions Lawyer (CONT-

LAW) competency.

The CONT-LAW competency centers on the realization that 

Active Duty and Reserve Coast Guard judge advocates and 

civilian lawyers may be called upon to provide legal services 

when mobilized in support of homeland security and domestic 

disaster operations or other contingency operations. The 

CONT-LAW Performance Qualification Standards (PQS) 

establish the minimum level of skills and training to achieve 

proficiency and readiness for designation as a Contingency 

Missions Lawyer. The PQS is divided into seventeen distinct 

specialty areas where legal assistance may be required during a 

contingency operation, including:  fundamentals, fiscal law, 

administrative investigations, military justice, claims and 

litigation, legal assistance, intelligence law, legal risk 

management, boarding operations, search and rescue, use of 

force, port safety and security, waterways management 

authority, pollution prevention and response, marine casualty 

investigations, maritime operational threat response (MOTR), 

and ethics. While the CONT-LAW competency code is available 

to all Coast Guard military and civilian lawyers, it is primarily 

intended to ensure that Coast Guard Reserve military lawyers 

are trained and qualified to mobilize in support of a wide range 

Rear adm. Kurt B. Hinrichs, director of Reserve and Military Personnel, addresses RJag training seminar attendees.
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of potential contingency operations. The PQS envisions RJAG 

lawyers completing all the PQS objectives within two years of 

initial assignment to a RJAG program billet.

The training seminar kicked off with an insightful 

discussion of TJAG’s vision of the role of the RJAG lawyer. 

Entitled “Where we’ve been and where we’re going,” the 

TJAG’s vision was delivered by Deputy Judge Advocate General 

Calvin Lederer. Mr. Lederer’s primary message was that while 

he recognized and appreciated the important support that 

RJAG lawyers provide to the Staff Judge Advocates in the field, 

the RJAG program's primary role within the Coast Guard is to 

develop a surge force ready to deploy and provide legal 

services in response to contingency operations.

With welcoming messages and program objectives out the 

way, the training seminar quickly turned its attention to PQS-

specific training. RJAG lawyers covered topics including: legal 

risk management; fiscal law; Stafford Act; port safety and 

security; waterways management authority, marine casualty 

investigations, intelligence law; legal assistance; analytical 

frameworks and boarding operations; use of force; search and 

rescue; maritime operation threat response (MOTR); pollution 

prevention and response; and claims and litigation. By the end 

of the seminar, participants heard from speakers, reviewed 

materials, and completed exercises, addressing over two-thirds 

of the more than one hundred and fifty PQS enabling objectives 

and terminal performance objectives.

In addition to PQS training, RJAG seminar participants 

addressed other issues affecting the Coast Guard Reserve. 

Notably, Rear Adm. Kurt Hinrichs, Director of Reserve and 

Military Personnel, addressed Coast Guard Reserve trending 

issues such as: adoption leave, the Zika virus, and trans- 

gender policies.

Also, as part of the Commandant’s continued commitment to 

the prevention of sexual assault, Ms. Christa Cothrel, Chief, 

Member Advocacy Division, COMDT (CG-LMA-A), educated the 

attendees on the complex emerging area of Special Victims’ 

Counsel (SVC).

The highlight of the four and one-half days of content-packed 

training was the retirement ceremony of one of the RJAG’s finest 

officers, Capt. David Martin. Capt. Martin was the driving force 

behind the creation of the RJAG program and he left an indelible 

impression on the RJAG community and the Coast Guard as  

a whole.

At the close of the seminar, RJAG members returned to their 

units better prepared to deploy and provide legal services in 

response to the next contingency. As civilians, RJAG lawyers 

serve as prosecutors, judges, corporate counsel, small-town 

lawyers, government lawyers, and business leaders. With the 

inception of the RJAG competency and training program, these 

lawyers will be uniformly prepared to respond to a wide array of 

Coast Guard-related contingencies. As all reservists understand, 

responding to the “next” contingency is one of the greatest 

challenges we face.
— Submitted by

Lt. Cmdr. Adam Olson and Lt. Jeff Miller

attendees at the 2016 RJag training seminar held at Cg Headquarters pose for a group photo.

Capt. david Martin, a driving force behind the creation of the RJag 
Program, addresses the crowd during his retirement ceremony.
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2015 RePOY:
MKC Wilton terry, Psu 305

Carrying on a Tradition of Service
Story by PA3 James Connor, 9th District External Affairs

Since Wilton Terry’s ancestors arrived in America in 1625, at 

least one member has served in every action, conflict or war.

“I come from a military family,” said Terry, a Chief Petty Officer 

at Coast Guard Port Security Unit (PSU) 309 in Port Clinton, Ohio, 

who was named the 2015 recipient of the Enlisted Person of the 

Year (EPOY) for the Reserve Component. “My grandfather served 

in the World War II European Theater and my father was in the 

U.S. Navy during Vietnam.”

Two of his brothers and a majority of his uncles have also 

served in various branches. “My Uncle, 1st Sgt. Jerry L. Loya, 

pinned on my anchors at the EPOY banquet,” Terry said.

Terry enlisted in the Navy’s early enlistment program in July of 

1987, and officially entered into active duty in July of 1988. During 

his four years of active duty he served as an aviation support 

equipment mechanic. In 1998, Terry joined the Michigan Army 

National Guard as a M1A1 Abrams tank crewman and in 2000, 

ReseRvist  Magazine

ReseRve excellence

Master Chief Petty officer of the Coast guard Steven Cantrell; Janet Cantrell, one of the Coast guard’s ombudsmen-at-large; Chief Petty officer Wilton terry, 
the 2015 enlisted Person of the Year - Reserve Component; terry’s wife Janelle terry; Valerie Johnson, one of the Coast guard’s ombudsmen-at-large; and 

Coast guard Reserve Force Master Chief eric Johnson pose for a photo following the 2015 Coast guard enlisted Persons of the Year Banquet, apr. 28.
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made the transition into the Coast Guard Reserve.

“I was enticed into the Coast Guard Reserve primarily because 

of the PSU expeditionary role, the more tight knit perception of a 

smaller service, and the ability to actually work during drill 

weekends,” Terry said.

Terry has served in the Coast Guard as a damage controlman. 

His current specialty is as a machinery technician.

“I chose the PSU because back then I was all about the 

excitement and adventure,” Terry said.

He has supervised high-visibility load-out operations such as 

OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM and OPERATION IRAQI 

FREEDOM in 2003, HURRICANE KATRINA in 2005, OPERATION 

IRAQI FREEDOM in 2008, and OPERATION NEW DAWN, as well as 

Guantanamo Bay security mission in 2012.

He provided logistical and mobility support for many of PSU 

309’s load-out operations in support of OPERATION IRAQI 

FREEDOM, and most recently in 2015, was the lead mobility 

supervisor for EXERCISE PATRIOT SANDS and Combined Joint 

Logistics Over-the-Shore Exercise in Anmyeon Beach, Republic of  

South Korea.

Terry was also the lead for the first-ever sea basing of Coast 

Guard PSU assets in a foreign theater of operation.

“Reservists bring so much more to the table than just basic level 

training; many bring a lifetime of experiences and training gained 

in civilian or other past military careers with them,” Terry said.

Other high-profile operations Terry supported include two 

national special security events, the New York OPSAIL in 2000, 

and the Chicago NATO Summit in 2012. He also was at OPERATION 

SOUTHERN WATCH in Manama, Bahrain, from 2000-2001, in 

response to the USS COLE bombing.

Currently, among other titles, Terry is the chemical/biological/

radiological/nuclear/high explosives program manager. “I feel it’s 

imperative that the Coast Guard’s expeditionary community be on 

par with equipment and capability as our sister services are that 

we deploy overseas with,” Terry said.

Terry gets high praise from his command. “Chief Terry has 

proven to be an indispensible asset for not only PSU 309 but the 

entire expeditionary community,” said Cmdr. Geoffrey Deas, 

commanding officer of PSU 309. “Over the years, Chief Terry has 

developed strong working relationships with Air Force, Air Force 

Reserve and Air National Guard units across the Eastern Seaboard 

in order to obtain training time for PSU mobility teams.”

“He is a well-respected leader within the unit and his advice is 

frequently sought after from enlisted and officers alike,” said Lt. 

Faith Schultz, the engineering officer at PSU 309 and Terry’s 

supervisor. “He is forthright, yet respectful; honest, yet tactful; 

which is necessary when it comes to important expeditionary 

issues such as load planning and mobility concerns.”

“Most notable to me is the commitment Chief Terry has made to 

the professional development of his shipmates at PSU 309, the 

other seven PSU's and the other deployable specialized force 

units,” Deas said.

Terry, a married father of four and full time firefighter with the 

city of Saint Joseph, Mich., has no plans of retirement any time 

soon. “I hit 20 years in June,” said Terry. “I plan to do 30 more if 

they let me.”

Although the work is satisfying to him, Terry said what really 

accounts for his commitment to the Coast Guard are its people.

“My life is one of service, family, community, and country I think 

it’s a pretty simple way to live.” Terry said. “I know I would not 

have any accomplishments had it not been for the great, dedicated 

and professional Coasties I work alongside. The friends, brothers 

and sisters I have made in the Coast Guard will stay with me for  

a lifetime.”   �

Standing left to right are: Master Chief Petty officer of the Coast guard Steven Cantrell; Lt. Cmdr. James Cullen, a 1999 RePoY; Chief Petty officer Wilton terry, 
the 2015 ePoY - Reserve Component; Lt. j.g. Jessica Snyder, a 2011 RePoY; Chief Petty officer Wesley Mundy, a 2013 RePoY; Petty officer 1st Class evan Ward, 
the 2015 ePoY - active-duty Component; Chief Petty officer travis Cutler, a 2013 ePoY; and adm. Paul zukunft, the commandant of the Coast guard.

Photos by PaC nick ameen
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2015 ROJO:
Lt. j.g. Christopher LaRocque, Psu 313

The Reserve Officers Association (ROA) of the United States of America annually presents the Reserve Outstanding Junior Officer (ROJO) 

Award to the Coast Guard Reserve junior officer judged to exemplify those characteristics expected of an outstanding junior officer during 

the past fiscal year.

Congratulations to Lt.j.g. Christopher 
LaRocque of Port Security Unit (PSU) 313. 
Lt.j.g. LaRocque, the unit’s Administrative 
Officer and Assistant to the Force 
Readiness Officer, is responsible for 
accountability, pay, berthing, uniform/
equipment issue, and medical readiness 
for 138 members throughout the year. In 
addition to his primary duties, he also 
volunteered to assume additional 
collateral duties including the unit’s 
primary Educational Services Officer, the 
Alternate Approving Official and the first 
approver for the $470,000 procurement 
requests budget. Lt.j.g. LaRocque served 
as the keystone for the intricate and 
demanding mobilization process for PSU 
313 and subsequently managed multiple 
divisions when deployed in support of 
Joint Task Force Guantanamo (JTF-
GTMO). As a testament to the Command’s 
absolute confidence in his abilities, during 
the pre-deployment preparations, while 
still an Ensign, he was selected to fill the 
position of the Logistics Department 
Head, which is usually assigned to a 

Lieutenant. Before deployment he 
attended the Deployable Specialized 
Forces (DSF) Support Personnel Training 
Workshop where his strategic input saved 
the DSF community $110,400 in shipping 
costs, 74% in supplies, and $10,000 in 
transportation costs. As the Education 
Service Officer he continuously flexed his Service Officer he continuously flexed his 
schedule to accommodate the unit as well 
as local cutters. His efforts resulted in the 
advancement of 35 shipmates and 10 
Deck Watch Officers. Understanding the 
complexity and rigid requirements of the 
Service Wide Exam, he prepared and 
hand-carried the exams to Guantanamo 
Bay. His developed process of unorthodox 
transportation and expeditious way to get 
the exams off-island is a model for other 
deployable units to follow. Despite a high 
operational tempo, he still found time to 
volunteer at the Child Development 
Center, multiple MWR events, and every 
week at the JTF-GTMO Trooper Chapel. He 
is an impressive and capable officer and 
exemplifies what it means to be a 
dedicated mentor and shipmate.   �

2015 ROCWO:
CWO Thomas Cinko, sector Delaware bay

The ROA also presents the Reserve Outstanding Chief Warrant Officer of the Year Award to 

the Coast Guard Reserve chief warrant officer (W-3 or below) in recognition of his or her 

achievements and dedicated service to the Coast Guard Reserve. The Coast Guard Reserve 

Chief Warrant Officer of the Year is also the Coast Guard Reserve nominee for the ROA’s CW4 

Michael J. Novosel Award.

Congratulations to MSSD3 Thomas 
Cinko of Sector Delaware Bay who 
maintains an impressive 12 Coast Guard 
qualifications and possesses extensive 
expertise in diverse areas of maritime 
safety and security. CWO Cinko holds a 
Bachelors Degree in Environmental 
Science, a Masters Degree in Quality 
Systems Management, industry 
certifications in Network and Systems 
Engineering and is a 6 Sigma practitioner. 
He routinely adapted his drill and busy 

civilian work schedules to maximize Coast 
Guard mission support. During last fiscal 
year, CWO Cinko augmented active duty 
marine inspectors and conducted 12 
domestic vessel inspections, 2 deficiency 
follow-ups, and 1 short-notice hull 
damage assessment during high tempo 
operational periods. Requiring many 
hours of off-duty preparation time, he 
proactively identified initiatives to 
increase occupational health training and 
volunteered to conduct a very specialized 

Lt.j.g. LaRocque with his wife, Patricia, prior 
to graduation from Reserve officer Candidate 

indoctrination in new London, Conn.

CWo thomas Cinko with his
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Shipyard Competent Person course for civilian, active duty, 
Department of Homeland Security, and U.S. Navy personnel. 
Beyond his Reserve duty, he served on the highly-regarded 
National Fire Protection Association Board as a Coast Guard 
civilian and later as a Commercial Interest. Also, he has an 
extremely positive impact on his local community volunteering 
with the Reserve Officers Association, Military Officers 
Association of America, Fleet Reserve Association, Hillsmere 

Emergency Response Team, coaching junior league soccer, and 
working with elementary school children as a classroom and 
lunchroom monitor. He is also committed to charitable 
organizations such as the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure and 
the Annapolis Book Festival. His specialized knowledge, positive 
demeanor and true devotion to the success of his shipmates and 
community make him a superb ambassador for the Coast  
Guard.   �

2015 Waesche Award:
Cat. 1: 14th Coast Guard District

Cat. 2: 1st Coast Guard District
This award is named after Admiral Russell R. Waesche who, while serving as Commandant, established the Coast Guard Reserve to bolster 

readiness during World War II. The award is presented annually by the RooA in recognition of ddistricts, the ddirector of ooperational Logistics 

(DOL) and for Port Security Units and Navy Coastal Riverine Force units (PACAREA-13) that are judged to be most supportive of a totally 

integrated Coast Guard military force as demonstrated by its effective use and support of the Reserve Component during the previous 

fiscal year. It is presented in two categories; Category 1 is for organizations with less than 600 reservists assigned and Category 2 is for 

organizations with more than 600 assigned.

Congratulations to Category 1 winner, the 14th 
Coast Guard District, which was able to 
respond to surge operations such as a 
holiday visit from the President of the 
United States, maintaining waterside 
security zones and facilitating joint 
operations in coordination with the 
Secret Service and local law 
enforcement.  During the last fiscal 
year, 9 named storms tracked either 
near the Hawaiian Islands or within the 
central Pacific Ocean basin in about a 2 
month span.  In the aftermath of Typhoon 
SOUDELOR, a Category 4 storm, Sector Guam 
deployed several reservists to Saipan to conduct the initial 
damage assessment of the harbor and key infrastructure. This 
assessment determined that Saipan’s only port needed to close 
and have repairs conducted. The post reconstitution was critical 
to restoring food, fuel and water supplies, as well as essential 
repair materials to the island. Proficiency, readiness and training 
enabled reservists to seamlessly integrate into all Sector 
operations. Reserve members were key in Sector Honolulu’s 
Vessel Boarding and Search Teams (VBST) which provided 
operational, logistical and administrative support for annual 
events such as “Operation Dry Water”, a 2 day event partnered 
with local law enforcement to educate the public on Boating 
Under the Influence (BUI). Sector Guam and Station Apra Harbor Under the Influence (BUI). Sector Guam and Station Apra Harbor 
personnel were also greatly involved in all law enforcement 
operations of their area. Sector Honolulu Prevention reserve 
members safely conducted over 213 container inspections and 
ensured all cargo was in compliance with CG policy and 
International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code. Reserve members 
also volunteered for Active Duty Operational Support (ADOS) 
that included military operations such as Military Outload (MOL) 
in Guam, CGIS, the Joint Interagency Task Force West’s 
International Maritime Training Team and engineering support 

to Base Honolulu. In the high level of commitment demonstrated 
by their reservists to the missions of maritime homeland security, 
14th District was always ready to respond within 12.2 million 
square miles of the Central and Western Pacific operational area.

Congratulations to the Category 2 winner, the 1st Coast 
Guard District. During last fiscal year, 1st District reservists 
were fully integrated in day-to-day operations at all levels of 
the organization, as well as for surge and contingency 
operations including a total of 4,878 days of active duty 

service. They supported national contingencies in critical 
events such as OPERATION CYBER SHIELD, an oil spill in 

Michigan, hurricane preparations, and search and rescue 
missions where 14 people were brought to safety. Reservists 
were also instrumental in successful large-scale maritime 
security operations that included visits by His Holiness, The Pope 
to New York City, numerous visits from the President of the 
United States, as well as the commissioning ceremony of the 
National Security Cutter JAMES. District reservists continue to 
maintain a high level of readiness which resulted in a total of 124 
members being awarded their initial certification or competency. 
Included in this impressive performance of district reservists are 
8 new boarding officers, 5 
boarding team members, 63 
Response Boat-Small (RB-S) 
boat crew members, 36 RB-S 
coxswains, and 9 Incident 
Command System (ICS) 
certifications. The close working 
relationships among Reserve 
and active duty leaders, in 
conjunction with robust training 
and qualification plan led to full 
integration of Reserve members 
into operations ensuring the 
district will continue to sustain mission excellence, enhance 
crisis response capability and meet the challenges of the future.
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2015 sparks Award:
Cat. 1: Intelligence Coordination Center

Cat. 2: sector Jacksonville
This award is named after Rear Adm. Bennett “Bud” Sparks, who championed integration of the Reserve and active duty workforce to 
achieve overall unit readiness. This award is presented annually by the RooA to recognize the unit that is judged to be most supportive of an 
operationally ready Coast Guard Reserve, as demonstrated by its effective use and support of the Reserve force during the previous fiscal 

year. It is also awarded in two categories: Category 1 less than 100 reservists assigned and Category 2 more than 100 assigned.

Congratulations to Category 1 winner Coast Guard Intelligence 
Coordination Center (ICC) with a Reserve force of 12 members, 
roughly 7% of their combined military/civilian work force, for 
making a very large impact on the Coast Guard overall. 
In support of the Department of Homeland 
Security Joint Task Force-West, ICC 
deployed one member to apply 
effective enforcement and 
interdiction procedures across the 
land, sea and air along the U.S. 
southern border and the coastal 
waters of Texas and California. 
This member led training for the 
Targeting and Intelligence 
Priority Assessment to 
operational areas of California, 
Arizona, New Mexico, and both 
West and South Texas. Member’s 
expansive tradecraft skills led to 
augmenting tactical imagery support 
to 4 Cutter patrols, providing a decision 
making advantage to operational and strategic 
commanders. Training has been a priority during monthly 
Inactive Duty for Training (IDT) drill weekends where reservists 
took turns facilitating a minimum of 3 Intelligence Personnel 
Qualification Standard (PQS) sections resulting in combined 
completions of 85% at the Apprentice level, 54% at the 
Journeyman and 39% at the Master level. Reserve members also 
completed 4 Department of Homeland Security Intelligence 
Academy courses, a Leadership 
and Management School, and 
over 10 ICC department-led 
training sessions in the areas of 
analysis and reports. A Reserve 
member was also advanced to 
Intelligence Specialist 1st Class 
Petty Officer during this past 
period. The Reserve members of 
ICC maintained the high standards 
of accurate and timely intelligence 
significantly aiding the Coast 
Guard in its operational missions. 

Congratulations to Category 2 
winner Coast Guard Sector 
Jacksonville and their 190 
Reserve members. During this 
period the unit supported 8 
Maritime Prepositioning Ships/
Military Outload operations 

serving the immediate critical needs of the National Defense 
mission. Sector Jacksonville’s Prevention Department staff of 17 
reservists was fully integrated into all operations including 
marine casualty and pollution investigations, fuel transfer 
evolutions and numerous harbor side facility patrols (HARPATS). 

All 17 completed the Pollution Investigator (PI) training and 
obtained qualification 3 months ahead of their schedule 

goal of 1 year. The Marine Safety Detachment Port 
Canaveral stood over 400 hours of response duty, 

answered over 100 duty calls and responded to over 
10 pollution incidents. Reserve members in the 
support services arena also made significant impact. 
Three Food Service Specialists provided 1,500 meals, 
Engineers saved Sector Jacksonville over $10,000 
dollars in contractor costs, and 8 Yeoman processed 
over 200 travel claims and took administrative action 

to resolve over 100 reserve pay issues. Sector 
Jacksonville was also committed to the community, the 

unit’s participation in the 30th anniversary of the Hands 
on Jacksonville International Coastal Cleanup that resulted 

in collection of over 16 large garbage bags of debris weighing 
over 650 pounds. The noteworthy accomplishment was 
highlighted in the January 2016 RESERVIST magazine. Due to the 
dedicated efforts and successful integration of Reserve and active 
duty work forces, Sector Jacksonville achieved one of the highest 
readiness ratings of any sector in the Coast Guard. The training 
advancements, operational contributions and accomplishments 
by Sector Jacksonville’s reservists make them highly deserving of 
the 2015 Rear Admiral Bennett “Bud” Sparks Award.   �

Reserve personnel assigned to Sector Jacksonville pose with the banner announcing the 75th anniversary of the 
founding of the USCgR during an all-Hands in February.
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Concern for People and Devotion to Duty 
Define Reserve Witherspoon Winner

story by PA1 Gina Ruoti, 11th District Public Affairs

In 1982, Capt. John G. Witherspoon was the first African-American to command a Coast Guard shore unit and the second African-American 

to command a cutter. Witherspoon’s soft-spoken mentorship gently touched many lives, yet left a strong, lasting impression on all who knew 

him. The Coast Guard established The Capt. John G. Witherspoon Inspirational Leadership Award in his memory.

“If your actions inspire others to dream 

more, learn more, do more and become more, 

you are a leader,”                 —  John Quincy Adams.

Every year an officer, active duty and Reserve, is recognized for 
leadership that exemplifies the Coast Guard’s core values and for 
their role in mentoring personnel toward their highest potential. 
Lt. Cmdr. Josephine Heron’s selfless devotion to others resulted in Lt. Cmdr. Josephine Heron’s selfless devotion to others resulted in 
her selection of this year’s Reserve Capt. John G. Witherspoon 
Inspirational Leadership Award.

“Lt. Cmdr. Heron is among the most selfless and positive mid-“Lt. Cmdr. Heron is among the most selfless and positive mid-
grade officers serving at Sector 
San Diego,” wrote Lt. Cmdr. Dawn 
Prebula in Heron’s Witherspoon 
Award nomination letter. “John F. 
Kennedy once said, ‘A rising tide 
lifts all boats’ and that statement 
epitomizes what Lt. Cmdr. Heron 
represents. She works tirelessly 
to improve the personal lives and 
professional competence of 
everyone she leads and serves, 
successfully lifting them up and 
ensuring their success.”

Upon assuming her new 
assignment at Sector San Diego 
as the Enforcement Division 
Officer in 2013, Heron worked 
tirelessly to attain the numerous 
qualifications required for 
maritime law enforcement. It 
didn’t take long for Heron to 
realize that the Reserve members 
in her command were an 
underutilized component in 
Sector San Diego’s law 
enforcement mission, and she 
was determined to find a solution.

“When I showed up in 2013, I inherited a division of Reserve 
members that were highly experienced but did not perform any 
law enforcement functions,” said Heron. “I knew they needed a 
change. I started asking a lot of questions… and I looked for other 
opportunities that hadn’t been explored.”

Combining her newly acquired maritime enforcement skills 
with her aptitude to lead others, Heron transformed her team 
into a fully qualified, mission-capable force multiplier — 
accomplishing hundreds of recreational vessel safety boardings 
and certifying 11 new Boarding Officer/Boarding Team Members. 
Their area of operation spans four states, 70 miles of coastline, 
including 40 regulated facilities, 41 environmentally sensitive 
sites, a strategic Navy port and an international border with 
Mexico.

Another valuable attribute Heron possesses is the ability to 
empathize, especially with those struggling with distress.

“She developed this unique skill set by coping with the tragic 
and sudden loss of her younger sister,” expressed Prebula. “As 
with other inspirational leaders, she took a tragedy from her 
personal life and forged lessons learned during that difficult 
period into an ability to help others.”

“The impact of my sister's death has been instrumental in 
shaping who I am as a person and as a leader,” explained Heron. 
“If nothing else, it has made people a huge priority for me, and so 
I place intense value on the lives and happiness of those  
around me.”

Outside of her Coast Guard 
service, Heron served as a Special 
Project Coordinator for the 
Anchor Center for Blind Children. 
She directed fundraising activities 
that raised over $66,000.

“It was a really awesome 
opportunity that came across my 
desk,” said Heron. “This school 
made such a huge difference in 
the lives [of these young 
children]…It was one of those 
feel-good things to do.”

All of her diligence and 
dedication to others didn’t go 
unrecognized by her chain of 
command. Her favorable 
contributions at the division level 
resulted in her promotion to 
Sector San Diego’s Response 
Department Head.

“Josi is a special talent with a 
bright future ahead in the Coast 
Guard Reserve,” said Jon Spaner, 
retired U.S. Coast Guard captain 
and former commanding officer 

of Sector San Diego.  “I believe she will reach the Coast Guard’s 
highest ranks and am honored to have served with her.”

“She truly embodies the leadership qualities of Capt. 
Witherspoon and is destined for greatness in our organization,” 
concluded Lt. Cmdr. Prebula, Chief of Contingency Planning and 
Force Readiness at Sector San Diego.

“We have great people,” said Heron of her department. “I have 
been honored to serve with a phenomenal team of individuals 
and a very open-minded command that together have set the 
stage for the great things that Sector San Diego Response has 
done over the past three years.”

Heron accomplishes her Reserve duty in San Diego by 
commuting over 1,000 miles almost every month from her home 
in Louisville, Colorado, where she lives with her husband and 
three daughters.   �

Rear adm. Joseph Servidio, Commander, 11th Coast guard district, 
recognizes Lt. Cmdr. Josephine Heron for her selection of this year’s 
Reserve Capt. John g. Witherspoon inspirational Leadership award 

during a Reserve all-Hands at Sector San diego in april.
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Yn1 Margaret connolly selected as
1st district Reserve enlisted person of the Year

YN1 Margaret Connolly migrated to Houston, Texas, from 

Belize over 14 years ago. She enlisted in the U.S. Coast Guard and 

started boot camp on December 10, 2002, shortly after getting 

settled here. YN1 Connolly stated that “enlisting in the service was 

not a difficult decision for me, as my father had served in the Army 

and fought in the Korean War.” After graduating from boot camp, 

she was stationed on the Coast Guard Cutter JUNIPER in Newport, 

R.I., from 2003 to 2004. This is where she quickly learned what 

hard work was all about and truly embraced the value of team 

work.

After a year of being on board, she signed up for YN 'A' School, 

where she graduated with honors and received orders to Sector 

New York on Staten Island. She quickly advanced to YN2 and in 

2006, reported to Naval Engineering Support Unit Boston for 

independent YN duty and where she was lucky enough to stay for  

five years. 

After almost nine years of active duty service, YN1 Connolly 

decided to work part time for the Coast Guard so she could pursue 

her dream of working as a firefighter. She transferred to the Coast 

Guard Reserve in August 2011, and was stationed at Base Boston 

where she currently serves in the Admin department. She was 

recently selected to attend the Reserve Officer Candidate 

Indoctrination (ROCI) program and will start later this year.

In November 2011, she was accepted into the Boston Fire 

Department Academy. She has been a Boston firefighter for over 4 

years serving on Engine 28 in the Jamaica Plain community. Engine 

28 is a Tech rescue company, so, besides the normal calls, she also 

responds to high angle, trench collapse, confined space and water 

rescues throughout the City. For the past three years she also has 

been volunteering on the Metro Boston Critical Incident Stress 

Management (CISM) team and the Boston Fire Department  

Honor Guard.

She has been a volunteer Big Sister with the Big Sister 

Association for over five years. She also started a scholarship fund 

for kids in Belize. YN1 Connolly stated, “My siblings and I started a 

small scholarship fund in Belize in our late mother's name. We 

have sponsored five children to go to high school to date.” This 

scholarship fund helps kids in Belize to further their education 

and provides opportunities that would likely not be attainable.

YN1 Connolly’ husband Joe is a police officer with the Boston 

Police Department, Joe, who was also enlisted in the Coast Guard 

for six years. They have two children, Joseph (11) and  

Simone (10).
— Story by Lt. Cmdr. Kevin M. Tyrrell,

First District Reserve Public Affairs Officer

Photos by IT1 Errol Zappala, Coast Guard Base Boston

Capt. Brett Millican, Commanding officer of Base Boston, and CWo gleen 
Seely, SRo of Base Boston, recognize Yn1 Margaret Connolly as Base Boston, 

Reserve enlisted Person of the Year.

sector upper Mississippi selects officer of the Year
Chief Warrant Officer Charles Erwin has been 

serving as the Senior Reserve member of Sector 

Upper Mississippi River’s (SUMR) Prevention 

Department since 2013. In recognition of his 

efforts during the Fiscal Year 2015, CWO Erwin 

has been selected as SUMR’s Officer of the Year.

During the twelve month period, CWO Erwin 

led and supervised 11 CG reservists at SUMR and 

at Marine Safety Detachment Quad Cities, Iowa. 

He monitored training and the coordination of 

drills and requirements for Reserve personnel to 

ensure mobilization readiness. He and his crew 

conducted facility inspections at regulated 

waterfront facilities, transfer monitors and 

pollution response for 1,762 miles of navigable 

waters within SUMR’s State of Illinois area of 

responsibility, ensuring compliance with Federal 

laws and regulations for safety, security and 

environmental protection.

During 2015, CWO Erwin and his crew integrated with their 

active duty counterparts in support of Coast Guard missions on 

the Mississippi River with remarkable success.

Of particular note, CWO Erwin and his team 

were called to respond to the sinking of the 

tugboat CHARLIE BOY with one of the tug’s 

crewmen onboard on August 8, 2015. The crew 

was responsible for onsite salvage operations. It 

was important for the Coast Guard to have 

representatives onsite as there was the 

possibility of a deceased mariner among the 

wreckage. CWO Erwin’s crew was sensitive to 

this and to the possibility that the operation 

could have required a recovery effort, which was 

something much more important than the 

CHARILE BOY itself.

CWO Erwin is a highly dedicated member of 

SUMR and is always available. His crew and 

supervisors alike routinely seek out his guidance 

and counsel on leadership as well as marine 

safety matters.

CWO Erwin volunteers many hours as the 

Chief Paramedic for the University of South Alabama’s football 

team. He also volunteers as a tutor and mentor for paramedic 

students and a crises counselor for practicing paramedics.   �

Captain Martin L. Malloy, SUMR 
Commander, presents the SUMR 

officer of the Year award to CWo 
Charles erwin.
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Standup Paddlers Anglers & Open Motor Boats

Kids Pets
(Harness with lift handles)

Personal Water Crafts 

& Water Sports
(Inherently buoyant)

Be sure it’s U.S. Coast Guard-approved 
(Check the label printed on the inside of the life jacket). 

Have the Right Life Jacket?

Right Style

Right Care Refer to OWNER’S MANUAL and LABEL 

All Life Jacket Care

• Use properly

• No rips, waterlogging or mildew

• Dry after use

• Hand wash in warm, soapy water

• Store in a dry place when not boating

•

• Inspect cartridge (not discharged & no corrosion)

• If it holds air, repack & use

Right Fit

• You don't want your life jacket

   too large or too small.

facebook.com/SafeBoatCampaign              twitter.com/BoatingCampaign

SAFEBOATINGCAMPAIGN.COM 

http://www.facebook.com/SafeBoatCampaign
http://twitter.com/BoatingCampaign
http://SAFEBOATINGCAMPAIGN.COM
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creaTed on february 19, 1941,  

The coasT guard reserve has become an 

inTegral ParT of The naTion's abiliTy To 

ProTecT iTs mariTime inTeresTs  

boTh aT home and abroad.  

 

for  75 years, The coasT guard reserve has  

mainTained iTs heriTage of Patriotism, 

Professionalism and PreParedness To remain 

always ready  

whenever and wherever needed. 
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ReseRvist  Magazine

uscgR: 75 YeaRs oF seRvice

inTegraTion
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The realignmenT efforT  
ThaT re-focused reserve

Training and augmenTaTion

sTory by 

cwo2 anasTasia devlin, uscgr



in recognition of the coast guard reserve’s 75th anniversary,  

the story below is the third in a series linking the origins of the reserve  

to the missions of today. in this issue we Put the sPotlight  

on the continuing challenges of force integration.

In 1987, Rear. Adm. Marshall Gilbert headed a new project; 
he was tasked by then-Commandant Adm. Paul Yost to 
“consolidate at a higher level those various support functions 
that are common to all our districts.” The Gilbert Study, as it 
became known, attempted to make the active duty Coast Guard 
less bureaucratic and more operationally-focused. As a result, 
the Coast Guard eliminated two small districts (the 3rd and the 
12th), realigned and streamlined Headquarters, and created 
the two Maintenance and Logistics Commands.

The Coast Guard Reserve also undertook its own 
consolidation to alleviate redundancy at senior levels and focus 
on mission accomplishment.

The Strategic Planning and Reserve Capability Study 
(SPARCS), completed in 1989, worked to “identify and evaluate 
future national security missions” for the Reserve. It found that 
there was no consistency or logic to how reservists were 
augmenting locally. The study proposed that the Reserve take a 
larger role in port security and coastal defense.

An important aspect of the SPARCS effort was in its definition 
of augmentation as “any activity performed by reservists… that 
supports Coast Guard active forces in performance of their 
regular missions. It is intended to train them for their 
mobilization assignment.”

While executive-level studies were being conducted, 
reservists continued to attend to their own needs using 
improvised training methods and administrative efforts.

“In the 70s and 80s, you never really knew what the need or 
plan was,” said Capt. Russ Cherry (ret.), former commanding 
officer of Coast Guard Reserve Unit York River, Va. “In many 
locations the active and Reserve sides seemed to operate in 

different orbits. Maybe you’d do something good, and sometimes 
we got in the way. If you did something good, fine, but if we 
didn’t get in the way, that was equally good. We had Reserve 
activity, but not necessarily Reserve achievement where we 
made, or were expected to make, a positive difference. There 
was tremendous waste in those days.”

According to a 1996 Institute for Defense Analyses study, 
Coast Guard units on the West Coast sought innovative solutions 
to the problem of too few resources and too many missions. One 
of the recommendations that came out of the 1992 Pacific Area 
(PACAREA) Reserve Conference was that reservists should be 
integrated into active duty units and that active duty commands 
assume responsibility for training their reservists.

“[Reservists] started doing this in the early 80s,” said Master 
Chief Petty Officer Forrest Croom, the first Master Chief Petty 
Officer of the Coast Guard Reserve Force. He said the side-by-
side training is where active duty and Reserve clicked best, 
where the training was most on-point. “There were isolated 
pockets of [informal integration] …producing some very 
qualified people. They started this because leadership was 
asking, ‘What can we do to get our reservists qualified?’”

PACAREA’s idea was pushed up to Headquarters, whose 
1994 Reserve Organization Study came up with varied levels 
and options to accomplish integration. Implementation started 
in the 11th and 13th Districts and pushed east. In 1996, the 
active duty and Reserve finally fell under the same administrative 
system, making it even easier to control the two components 
from a single command. Locally, reservists seemed to be finding 
benefits to the new command structure.

“Many people, like firemen and policemen, could work 

Coast guard Historian
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during the week,” said Croom, 
who’d been hearing the problems 
of reservists in his travels to the 
300-plus Reserve units. He said he 
remembers how the active duty 
was slow to trust reservists, but 
became more accepting as they 
recognized their talents. The 
reservists, used to their own 
systems and commands, slowly 
warmed to the closer relationship.

“There was a lot of [integration] 
stuff happening,” said Master Chief 
Petty Officer of the Coast Guard 
Vince Patton (ret.), then Command 
Master Chief for the Atlantic Area, 
“but this was the formalization. 
This gave some flexibility to the 
reservists when we told them 
[their] drills don’t have to be on the 
weekend anymore. The real 
struggle was on the administrative 
side.”

Those issues with the 
administrative duties came to a 
head in 2001. When the terrorist 
attacks of 9/11 occurred, the Coast 
Guard mobilized more than 2,700 
reservists, in addition to almost a 
thousand others who were already 
serving on active duty orders at the 
time.

While the reservists were ready to serve, the units they 
reported to realized that almost all their readiness metrics 
were down. Security clearances, administrative readiness, 
medical readiness, trainings and qualifications, and other areas 
hadn’t been properly maintained. The active duty didn’t have 
the resources to replace the reservists’ informal pre-integration 
systems and many resorted to “bad augmentation,” as Master 
Chief Petty Officer Jeff Smith (ret.) referred to it.

Smith, the Master Chief Petty Officer of the Coast Guard 
Reserve Force from 2003 to 2010, explained a typical scenario 
like this: Let’s say an average petty officer, a boatswain’s mate, 
drills alongside the active duty as part of the new “Team Coast 
Guard.” The active duty command knows he’s a computer 
engineer in his civilian job so they task him as if he was a highly-
skilled IT, an information systems technician. Now, imagine he’s 
recalled on 9/11 to be a coxswain of a crew providing port 
security but hasn’t been on a boat in years. Multiply that by 
hundreds of reservists and you quickly realize we need a 
Reserve force by design, not by default.

By this time, Patton had risen to Master Chief Petty Officer of 
the Coast Guard. He remembered the service’s high operational 
tempo in the months following 9/11. Patton himself had a 
Reserve chief electrician’s mate working for him as a public 
affairs specialist because the chief ran a public relations firm in 
his civilian job.

“We were so strapped for reservists; we just grabbed 
whoever we could and used them with their skill set rather than 
their Coast Guard rating,” said Patton. “We just didn’t have 
enough skilled people out there to do what we needed them to 
do – we didn’t have enough people, period!”

The new model of integration, which was still in its infancy, 
was blindsided by the huge need for Coast Guardsmen following 
the terrorist attacks. Demand for surge staffing was shedding 
light on the problems that had been quietly accumulating.

“The reservists, in too many cases, had not been invested in,” 
said Cherry. “We had capable people signing up but they weren’t 
being trained to do the job properly.  We needed experienced 
mentors, and far too often, many reservists had to grow their 
own.”

Master Chief Petty Officer George Ingraham admitted that 
the integration model had its challenges but it had a lot of 
benefits, too.

“When I was at Headquarters, I watched the plane fly into 
the Pentagon,” said Ingraham, remembering the terrorist 
attacks. “Within hours, we had reservists reporting to their 
units, doing the mission. My counterparts in the other services 
– the Navy, for example – their people had to report to a Reserve 
Center and receive training, then be assigned to a unit. Their 
people took up to a week to do what our people were doing in 
hours. Travel time from their homes to their units was the only 
reason our deployment wasn't instantaneous. Our people knew 
their mission when called upon.”

While the reservists performed admirably, the Coast Guard’s 
senior leadership knew it could have been better.

After 9/11, the Reserve Strategic Assessment Team (RSAT) 
evaluated the Coast Guard’s reserve program and identified 
nearly 90 readiness gaps that resulted, in part, from integration.

In 2006, Adm. Thad Allen became commandant of the Coast 
Guard and started his tenure with ten “Commandant’s Intent 
Action Orders (CIAO)”. One of these, CIAO 9, was directly 
impacted by the RSAT study and directed the creation of a new 
Reserve component mission support system to optimize use of 
the Reserve. The result of that effort was called the Reserve 
Force Readiness System, or RFRS.

Master Chief Petty Officer Bob Delgado (ret.) was one of the 
first to take the new system for a ride. In early 2009, Delgado 
became the first Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor (SERA) on the 
East Coast. SERA was a new program designed to provide senior 
enlisted support to units with a large Reserve presence. As the 
new SERA for busy Coast Guard Station Little Creek, Va., Delgado 
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and the new RFRS staff members learned to work together 
efficiently to resolve the unit’s reserve administrative issues, 
ensuring reserve weekends remained operationally focused.

Delgado was ready to put an end to the “paper trail” he said 
reservists were used to spending their time on. “That was the 
worst thing, seeing MKs [machinery technicians] or DCs 
[damage controlmen] sitting in front of a computer screen just 
to make sure they were ‘in the green’,” said Delgado, referring to 
the red-yellow-green measurement system of readiness.  “Now 
when they’re in on their drill weekend, they’re getting underway 
and getting qualified.”

Despite efforts to clear obstacles in the path to qualification, 
opportunities to get underway remained limited. Reservists 
were still at units that didn’t have enough platforms to support 
them, and worse, the training and standards were undefined 
and lacking. The reservists needed a system that fit them.

Lt. Dave Ruhlig, from the Coast Guard’s Office of Boat Forces, 
was tasked to develop a plan to do just that. The outcome is 
known as the Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan.

“We had a lot of very good and dedicated people showing up 
to work without defined goals or the resources to do their jobs,” 
said Ruhlig, who put in three years of work creating and refining 
the solution to fit the needs of both the Coast Guard and the 
reservists. “Our priority was surge capability – to have qualified 
reservists ready to roll.”

This huge step in supporting mobilization readiness defined 
readiness requirements, standardized reserve billet allowances, 
and introduced new currency cycles and reserve-specific 
competencies for boat forces.

“In the first year and a half alone we saw a 400% increase in 
certification rates,” said Ruhlig. “But the thing that’s most 
rewarding for me is the folder of news articles I have on the all-
Reserve crews out rescuing people. You didn’t see these things 
happening before the plan, all-Reserve crews operating across 
the Coast Guard with this level of proficiency. This was a game 
changer.”

Ruhlig mentioned a case last fall where an all-Reserve boat 
crew out of Station Michigan City, Mich., rescued two people 
from the water off the Michigan City Lighthouse Pier. Conditions 
were so bad that night that a third man drowned before he 
could be rescued. Petty Officers Michael Daray, Blaine Wilken, 
Edward Schwager, Luke Josey, and Alex Harper received awards 
for the rescue.

Station Michigan City’s officer-in-charge, Chief Joshua 
Janney, was both proud of and unsurprised by his crew.

“I have a really good Reserve Component who work pretty 
seamlessly with the active side,” said Janney. “We mix and match 
[Reserve and active] crews all the time, and we treat it more like 
one station, rather than the reserve and the active side. They 
also have pretty strong leadership from the Reserve chiefs and 
first class petty officers. They set a high standard.”

The Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan was a significant 
step in organizing the Reserve boat forces. But more than 20 
years after integration, the Reserve Component continues to 
define its separate-but-equal space within the Team Coast 
Guard concept, especially at the sector level.

Rear Adm. Francis Pelkowski, Senior Reserve Officer (SRO) 
for the Coast Guard’s Atlantic Area, is one of the leaders working 
to develop and refine that system. He’s identified several areas 
that are contributing to the Reserve training and competency 
attainment problem at the Coast Guard’s core, from routine 
communication between the components to effective use of a 
reservist’s drill time. The biggest problem he sees, though, is 
the active duty’s lack of ownership of the Reserve in the way 
that integration was intended.

“We haven’t really become fully integrated. We’ve moved 
away from reserve units, but we’ve only gotten halfway,” said 
Pelkowski. “We’ve got some cultural challenges on both the 
active and the Reserve side.”

Pelkowski said in many cases, the Reserve maintains a 
“shadow command” within the Reserve officer and Reserve 
senior enlisted corps, too often training themselves without an 
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active duty presence. He’s observed senior [Reserve] officers 
filling the pre-integration roles that were supposed to be 
subsumed by the active duty, rather than focusing on training to 
gain competencies and skills useful in a contingency. According to 
Pelkowski, the system of “part-timers training other part-timers 
and reservists managing reservists” doesn’t work outside the 
port security unit/combatant command model, and it goes 
against the original concept of integration from the 1990s.

“If we, as Reserve chiefs and officers, tell our active duty 
counterparts that we take responsibility for managing our junior 
reservists because we want leadership experience,” said 
Pelkowski, “we have just de-integrated. The active duty leadership 
sees a Reserve command structure, they put their reservists on 
autopilot, and the reservists spend less time training and more 
time managing. It’s a downward spiral, and yet, it’s one that can 
be fixed easily, again, if we can make that cultural shift.”

When contingencies occur and reservists are recalled, the 
demand is for reservists who have the specific competencies 
needed for that response. Facilities inspectors, pollution 
responders, coxswains and boarding officers are all examples of 
competencies that are requested, but across the Coast Guard 
Reserve, competency-attainment levels are still low. Pelkowski 
believes the Reserve Component’s time spent on administrative 
and leadership matters (something the active duty should 
provide through the integration concept) is interfering with their 
ability to get qualified.

“If your department heads aren’t providing their reservists 
with 12 hours of focused training in a drill weekend, then you’re 
doing something wrong,” said Pelkowski. “If [reservists are] not 
in a SERA or SRO role, [they’re] most likely supposed to be 

focused on training. We need to grow capabilities. We need 
people with competencies and skills.”

To this end, Pelkowski has developed a set of guidelines, or 
best practices, for active duty commands to use for effective 
management of their reservists. A few sectors around the country 
have begun to implement the practices and show improvements, 
but the progress is slow and hinges on the culture shift within the 
command. The idea that the active duty owns their reservists – 
their training, their care, their success – is one that will make or 
break true integration and the Reserve of today.

The Coast Guard core values hold the Reserve steady, along 
with its motto of “Professionalism, Patriotism and Preparedness.” 
No matter what the management strategy, reservists have proven 
their dedication by stepping up and giving their best effort, in 
whatever capacity they can contribute.

Now, without relying on the old “the only thing constant is 
change” cliché, it’s apparent that the continual evolution of 
training and management – finding the “best practice” – is part of 
the Coast Guard Reserve’s history.  The decision to bring these 
two very different components together through integration has 
been monumental, and effective management techniques 
continue to develop.

The Reserve has only become more agile and relevant by 
instituting changes envisioned by the leadership of the past, such 
as Adm. Gilbert, Adm. Sparks and Adm. Allen.     �

editoR’S note: See our next issue for the final piece in this 

tribute to the Coast Guard Reserve’s history. We’ll speak with senior 

Reserve leadership to hear their visions, goals and challenges in the 

future of the Coast Guard Reserve!
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four decades of building 

conTingency readiness

Thru augmenTaTion

sTory and PhoTos by sTory by Pa2 Paul dragin

summersTock: 



One late evening during the summer of 2011, with a full 

moon illuminating the placid waters of Lake St. Clair, Petty 

Officer 2nd Class Zach Ogden, a boatswain's mate from Station 

St. Clair Shores, Mich., along with a boat crew on a 45-foot 

response boat, responded to a call about a collision involving 

two boats.

When they arrived they could only locate one boat, yet 

continued to hear frantic screams for help. With flashlight in 

hand, Ogden scanned the surrounding waters, suddenly seeing 

what appeared to be a bloody hand raised above the gunwale 

of the missing boat.

With the boat nearly split in two by the impact of the 

collision, Ogden and another crew member came upon the 

only two passengers aboard, both badly injured, with one in 

desperate need of lifesaving medical attention. Performing 

emergency first aid on the victims until they could meet EMS 

back on land, he knew they were in a race against time. 

Fortunately, both victims survived the harrowing ordeal, 

which gave Odgen his first glimpse into the lifesaving work of 

EMS, and inspired a new career path in the process.

The collision occurred during Ogden's first year of 

Summerstock, the annual surge on the pristine waters of the 

Great Lakes, in which reservists augment active duty boat 

crews, law enforcement personnel, and command 

watchstanders in the 9th Coast Guard District during the 

extremely busy summer boating season.

Begun in 1972, the Summerstock program continues to 

play a vital role in the Ninth District's maritime safety and 

security mission. In fact, from fiscal year 2011-2015 during 

the summer operating period of June to August, there were 

more search and rescue cases, lives affected, and lives lost in 

the 9th District than anywhere else in the Coast Guard.

In 2015, Reserve personnel provided Summerstock support 

to 11 units throughout the Great lakes, amassing 3,329 

underway boat hours and responding to 172 search and 

rescue cases. Additionally, they performed 1,156 recreational 

safety boardings and countless hours of support to several law 

enforcement operations.

Fast forward to 2016, which finds Ogden participating in 

his sixth Summerstock season. He recently reflected on that 

Summerstock experience and how it helped to shape his 

ambitions in the medical field.

"It's the first case I've ever been involved in where my 

intervention, along with my fellow crewmen, helped to save 

someone's life." With plans to attend medical school and 

eventually specialize in emergency medicine, he's spending 

this summer as he has every summer since 2011: as a valuable 

member of the boat crew at Station St. Clair Shores.

The station is responsible for multiple missions, including 

search and rescue, law enforcement and vessel safety checks. 

During the other nine months of the year, Ogden, 26, works as 

a paramedic in Taylor, Mich. Summerstock affords Ogden 

BM2 zach ogden acts as a lookout aboard a 25-foot response boat on Lake St. Clair.
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several opportunities to increase his proficiency, thereby 

becoming a more valuable asset to the unit and better prepared 

for contingency response. Just some of his qualifications 

include coxswain, boarding team member, and boarding 

officer.

"Without Summerstock there is no way I would have had 

the training or experienced the variety of missions that have 

come up."

Station St. Clair Shores is part of Sector Detroit, one of three 

sectors in the district. Its responsibilities are considerable, 

including overseeing law enforcement missions within the 

waterways encompassing the world's busiest international 

river corridor along a 472-mile region of the U.S. and Canadian 

border.

For Sector Detroit during the summer of 2015, Summerstock 

members at Stations Belle Isle, St. Clair Shores, and Marblehead, 

as well as the Operational Integration Center at Selfridge Air 

National Guard Base, contributed measurable benefits for 

regional homeland security and the public at large. Collectively, 

10 Summerstock reservists amassed 1,560 underway boat 

hours, conducted 554 recreational safety boardings, and 

prosecuted 92 search and rescue cases which saved 25 lives. 

They also stood 33 watches (180 hours) as tactical action 

officers for the cross- border maritime law enforcement 

operation known as SHIPRIDER.

When asked about Ogden's contribution to the station, his 

shipmates were effusive in their praise of Ogden's abilities and 

his intense desire to make the unit successful in its missions. 

Tyler Frederick, a maritime enforcement specialist 3rd class 

aboard a 25-foot response boat with Ogden, stressed how 

well-respected Ogden is by the active duty crew. "He often 

stands duty as a coxswain during his drill weekend," Frederick 

said. BM1 Mike Cuneo, Ogden's supervisor on the Reserve 

side, highlighted the BM2's vast knowledge and high 

proficiency as a boarding officer and as a small boat coxswain.

"I have no doubt that if a major contingency were to pop up, 

Ogden would be front and center, doing what he does best; 

performing superbly under highly stressful conditions."

sTaTion belle isle

Fifteen miles southwest of Station St. Clair Shores lies Belle 

Isle, a 982-acre island park in the Detroit River sandwiched 

between the U.S. mainland and Canada. On a cloudless, sun-

scorched day in late June, Petty Officer 2nd Class Devin Dunne, 

a machinery technician, sits inside Station Belle Isle with 

children in tow to share his experiences with Summerstock 

over the last five summers.

Abuzz with activity, the station is gearing up for the Ford 

Fireworks later that night, the culmination of a multi-day 

celebration in late June known as the International Freedom 

Festival. The fireworks display, one of the largest and most 

spectacular in North America, celebrates both the 

Independence Day and Canada Day on July 1st.

Along with several other local, state and federal agencies, 

the station will provide safety and security on the Detroit 

River. Up to one million people are expected to enjoy the 

spectacle that evening, many from boats on the river.

The volunteer spirit that Dunne exudes is evident. Despite 

being off duty, he drove down to the station to talk about 

Summerstock. His daughters, Maggie and Rowan, two and 

four, seem to have picked up on the palpable anticipation of 

the upcoming fireworks as they are both whirlwinds of activity 

throughout the station foyer. Fortunately for Dunne, his 

shipmates are happy to help corral the kids while he shares his 

experiences of Summerstock.

MK2 devin dunne with his daughters Rowan and Maggie at Station St. Clair Shores.
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Lt. Paul Raska with an officer from the U.S. Customs and Border Protection at the operational integration Center.

Currently studying mechanical engineering technology, 

Dunne, 31, credits Summerstock with keeping him fresh and 

current with Coast Guard missions and allowing him to 

interact with the public in ways that are not possible as a 

drilling reservist. Along with Station Belle Isle, Dunne has also 

worked at Station Marblehead in Ohio.

Dunne almost failed to mention that the previous day he 

became a certified boat crew member on the 45-foot response 

boat. Chuck Poston, a boatswain’s mate 1st class and operations 

petty officer at the station, said Dunne is "good for morale; he 

likes to joke around and keep things loose while performing 

his job effectively."

Poston mentioned that while staffing needs are most 

critical during the busy summer months that also happens to 

be the transfer season, leaving the unit short staffed.

"Summerstock reservists come in and fill that gap,” he said, 

“with people like Dunne not missing a beat as far as getting the 

job done — and cracking a good joke to lift up everyone's 

spirits in the process."

ProTecTing our borders

Sometimes a job opportunity comes knocking in the 

unlikeliest of places.

Working at the U.S. and Canadian border as a front line 

officer for Customs and Border Protection last summer, Lt. 

Paul Raska was going about his job inspecting cars. 

Coincidentally, Lt. Cmdr. Robert Berry and Capt. Scott 

Lemasters, both from Sector Detroit, pulled into Raska's lane 

for inspection. Raska, a 10-year veteran in the Reserve, had 

recently transferred to Sector Detroit. When he took their ID's, 

as routine procedure, he recognized the names and thought, "I 

work for these guys."

Made aware of the unlikely encounter, the three talked long 

enough for his Sector Detroit bosses to realize he was a prime 

candidate for an upcoming assignment. Impressed with 

Raska's law enforcement background and Coast Guard 

experience, Lt. Cmdr. Berry, the response department head, 

had just found a perfect fit for a key Summerstock position.

shiPrider

Raska works as the tactical action officer at the Operational 

Integration Center (OIC) for the SHIPRIDER program. The OIC, 

located on Selfridge Air National Guard Base, houses multiple 

agencies, including Customs and Border Protection and the 

Coast Guard. The SHIPRIDER program, an integrated cross-

border maritime law enforcement operation made up of 

representatives from the Coast Guard and the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police, represents a cooperative approach to 

combating cross-border crime.

All participants are specially trained for the SHIPRIDER 

program. The program effectively removes the international 

maritime boundary, enabling a seamless continuity of 

enforcement and security operations across the border.

Raska's job involves coordinating with various agencies, 

particularly the RCMP, who have impressed him with their 

cooperative and accommodating approach to the program.

"SHIPRIDER is a prime example of the benefits of 

cooperation. With Americans and Canadians working together, 

our efforts to secure the border have a multiplying effect with 

benefits to both countries," Raska said.

When a major contingency arises, Raska said his experience 

will give him a big-picture perspective in terms of inter-agency 

capabilities and resources and how to more effectively use 

those assets in support of an operation.
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Station Marblehead

The town of Marblehead, Ohio, juts out into western Lake 
Erie. With an ample amount of boating enthusiasts throughout 
the area, not to mention an international border to the north 
that provides its own unique set of challenges, Station 
Marblehead is an extremely busy unit by any measure.

To meet the summer surge of 300-400 search-and-rescue 
cases and up to 700 vessel boardings, the station looks to its 
reservists during this high-tempo period.

"We would not be able to meet our operational requirements 
without Summerstock," says Chief Petty Officer Michael 
Jorgensen, the executive petty officer at the station. "We'd love 
to have six [Summerstock members]," he added. This year the 
station has three Summerstock members.

Current funding allows for about 35 Summerstock 
positions. Ideally, this number would be 74 boat forces 
positions to meet the district's summertime surge. With 
current funding at approximately $700,000, the program 
requires a total of about $1.5 million to overcome staffing 
shortfalls.

Lt. Cmdr. Berry's views on Summerstock are unequivocal. 
"Summerstock is critical to operations within the Great Lakes. 
Most of our boat stations could not meet mission objectives 
without the reservists provided by the Summerstock program."

Two participants augmenting the active duty members at 
Marblehead are boatswain’s mates Michael Tierney and Jeff 
Kobza, both second class petty officers. Kobza, a 15-year 
veteran of the Reserve, is a railroad conductor in the civilian 
world. He credits Summerstock with providing him an 

invaluable training experience that the typical reservist's 
drilling schedule does not accommodate. The daily on-the-job 
training environment is ideal preparation for any contingency 
that demands his skill-set.

Tierney, a reservist drilling out of Station Gloucester just 
north of Boston, works as a fireman for the city of Boston. Like 
Kobza, this is his first year doing Summerstock.

"I joined the Coast Guard to help people, for some of the 
same reasons why I became a fireman,” he said. “Living and 
working in a new environment is rewarding and allows me to 
experience a different part of the country."

Meeting the deMand

Saving lives, protecting the waterways, working with the 
public and on-the-job training - these are some of the reasons 
why Summerstock reservists profiled here cherish their 
experience. Providing an invaluable service to the stations 
they support, and consequently to the thousands of people 
who work and play on the lake, they are developing proficiency 
while executing [augmenting] real-world missions — the best 
preparation for the next [contingency] mobilization.

The continued success of Summerstock should come as no 
surprise considering the vast pool of talent and dedication 
found throughout the Coast Guard. BM2 Ogden summarizes 
this ethos best. "It doesn't matter whether you are an 
Auxiliarist, reservist, or active duty. Our goal is to be excellent 
at our jobs and to go out there and perform in stressful 
situations."   �

BM2 Jeff Kobza, right, fills out a CG-4100 boarding form, while he and another member of Station Marblehead conduct a recreational safety boarding.
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“The American public knows that when the Coast 
Guard is called into action, we will respond 
courageously and effectively. To do this, we must 
strive to achieve the highest standards of readiness 
and proficiency.” 

— Adm. Paul F. Zukunft

Adm. Zukunft opened his first Commandant’s Direction in 
2014 with those words. They are a reminder that as America’s 
lifesaving force, each component of the Coast Guard is expected 
to be Semper Paratus – Always Ready.

Sector St. Petersburg (SSP) recently put that call to 
readiness into action. After months of planning, strategizing, 
and organizing, SSP’s reservists opened the doors for their 
2016 Annual Training.

SSP’s Reserve teams are committed to responding quickly 
and effectively to operational, heavy weather, port security, 
logistics, prevention, pollution and response incidents. With 
more than 180 reservists, active duty, Auxiliarist and civilians 
participating from across the Coast Guard’s 7th District , this 
year’s Active Duty Training (ADT) was an opportunity to 
demonstrate that the best way to improve readiness for 
contingency and surge response is through training as a team, 
a Coast Guard team.

Ironically, the ADT period began with a real-life incident of 
its own – TROPICAL STORM COLIN. The storm approached 
Florida’s Gulf Coast as the two-week training began, packing 
50 mph winds and torrential rain, with the potential for major 
flooding and tornadoes. While observing proper safety 
precautions, SSP’s reservists Lt. Scott Huber and Lt. Alissa 
Ochoa stepped in with their active duty counterparts to set up 
and augment the watch at an Incident Command Post 
throughout the storm adding to the real world experience.

“everyone has someThing To give”

Capt. Miriam Lafferty, the Senior Reserve Officer for the 7th 
District, opened the ADT period by laying out her expectations 
for reservists during the training period’s nine college courses.

“It’s a great opportunity to concentrate and focus on the 
skills they need for mobilization,” said Capt. Lafferty. “This is 
also a great opportunity for them to network with other folks 
in their classes, because they will be the folks that they’ll 
mobilize with, and to get to know them outside of the 
emergency, and build those relationships.”

Lafferty noted that because everyone brings their own 
backgrounds, skill sets, and experiences, developing 
relationships with colleagues will help improve their readiness 
and proficiency. This advice to build relationships was 
especially important in the YN/SK College where 43 Yeomen 
and nine Storekeepers from seven different units attended. 
While learning critical rate specific material, the reservists 
further developed the growing bond among the multiple 
drilling locations.

Capt. Lafferty also stressed the importance of leadership 
training at all levels, from Third Class Petty Officer to Chief, as 
all attendees will have unique perspectives to offer their 
classmates.

Lt. Brent Downs, a supervisor for a Facility Team, echoed 
the importance of getting to know a colleague’s skill sets and 
leadership from outside the Coast Guard world. “Someone 
might have a certain role in the Coast Guard – they might be an 
MST or a BM – but on the civilian side, they have an entire 
other professional career that they bring that wealth of 
experience, whether it be technical knowledge, or it could be 
leadership skills,” said Downs. “But you simply don’t know 
until you peel back those layers of that individual and find out 

what they’re able to contribute to the Coast Guard.”

2016 annual Training helPs all comPonenTs 

imProve readiness
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a Team efforT

A notable theme throughout this year’s ADT was the Coast 
Guard’s four components working together to improve readiness 
and proficiency.

Reservists, active duty, Auxiliary and civilian members 
studied, instructed, and assisted in many of the colleges offered, 
providing a greater breadth and depth of experience than any 
one component could achieve on its own.

In the Pollution College established to learn and qualify 
Pollution Responders (PR), five active duty members from three 
different Sectors, five reservists, and 16 Auxiliarists attended. At 
the end of the  one week course a total of 1,625 Performance 
Qualification Standards (PQS) were achieved and three 
reservists completed their PQS. In addition, three members will 
be sitting for their full qualification boards. These PR 
qualifications allow the SSP Incident Management Division 
(IMD) reservist augmenting two weekends of every month to 
again stand the watch.

Two Reserve and two active duty Marine Science Technicians 
led the Container College resulting in more than a third of the 
class completing 100% of their PQS tasks. The Facilities College 
was led by active duty and civilian instructors. Their perspectives 
enhanced the scope and relevance of course material to the 
Reserve members. Both of these colleges are helping to keep the 
SSP’s Davis Island Team augmenting the Port of Tampa’s heavy 
work load two to three weekends a month.

During the HURREX hurricane exercise, eight reservists and 
two active duty members earned unit leader qualifications or 
passed boards.

Steven Lang, a Sector St. Petersburg civilian employee and 
Contingency Planning Specialist, noted the importance of having 
a multi-component team ready, especially in the event of a 
hurricane or other natural disaster. “In a large event like a 

hurricane, if Sector St. Petersburg is damaged, we have a lot of 
coastline and we’re going to need to have the Reserve and the 
Auxiliary fill in those gaps to where our limited active duty 
personnel wouldn’t be able to fill,” said Lang.

Training and readiness: beyond The classroom

Readiness extends far beyond the classroom and training 
exercises. Qualification and augmentation are critical to 
ensuring Coast Guard members are ready for contingency, surge 
staffing, and filling in where needed, when needed.

readiness means qualificaTion

Lt. Cmdr. Brittany Poley, a member of the sector’s Contingency 
Planning and Force Readiness, noted that getting qualified was 
key for anyone, in any component, who may be mobilized. But 
getting qualified isn’t a simple task – it can take months of 
studying, mentoring, obtaining sign-offs, and oral examinations.

“Before they’re allowed to actually go out and do the 
qualification, they do have to complete their PQS and take 
qualification boards,” said Poley. “So we’re not sending out 
anybody who is not following the standard process, but we’re 
just giving them a leg up, since for Auxiliarists and reservists, 
sometimes your time is limited.”

Lt. Cmdr. Poley noted that prerequisite training often must be 
taken before members can be fully qualified, which can slow 
down the qualification process. “Most of the [qualification] 
courses require some kind of prerequisite training. Pollution 
responder, Federal On-scene Coordinator Representative 
(FOSCR) and the Incident Command System (ICS) qualifications 
all have some kind of prerequisite training, including in-person, 
resident training,” said LCDR Poley. “The qualification process 
isn’t any different for reservists. It’s just that we’ve condensed 
the gaining-the-knowledge portion into these two weeks.”

 a video of Sector St. Petersburg personnel discussing the benefits of comprehensive training and its effects on readiness.
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Being ready for augmentation or mobilization also means 
knowing how to work within a team structure whatever the case 
may be. Lt. Scott Huber, a reservist and contingency planner at 
the sector, served as project officer for the HURREX course. He 
noted the importance of being qualified in ICS – the Incident 
Command Structure. “What we’ve seen over the last ten years, 
with instances like DEEPWATER, with [Hurricane] KATRINA, 
those types of natural disasters or large events, is that ICS 
structures are implemented, incident management teams are 
recalled, and ultimately reservists have been called to fill in to 
certain roles within that structure,” said Lt. Huber.

Having mastery of the roles within ICS ensures any member 
in any component is ready to fill in during emergencies and 
incidents. For this reason, all Coast Guard members, including 
Auxiliarists and civilians, must take a minimum number of ICS 
familiarization courses. Meeting ICS qualification standards is 
one important part of a complete readiness posture.

“[Members] need to manage all of their standard readiness 
measures, from a medical and dental perspective, from all the 
standardized training the Coast Guard requires them to have,” 
said Lt. Huber. “But then, we’re also going to require them to 
make sure they maintain their qualifications in their rate, to 
make sure they’re competent in the job we’ve asked them to do, 
and now we’re going to add on top of that, that we’d like them to 
be competent in an ICS structure.”

It’s a challenge Sector St. Petersburg’s Reservists have been 
ready and willing to meet. “All of our reservists here, that I’ve 
seen as part of this training, they’ve all responded to that call – 
our readiness measures here are outstanding,” added Huber.

augmenTaTion means readiness

Another way to gain the required training and readiness 
needed for potential mobilization is through augmentation. This 
is an area where the Reserve and Auxiliary components, in 
particular, have a great opportunity to participate while learning 
new skills and making Coast Guard memories. However, 
members need to understand how augmentation works, how to 
become eligible, and how to apply – all lessons learned during 
this Sector St. Petersburg ADT period.

YNC Leon Maynard with the Personnel Service Center’s Surge 
Staffing Branch instructed attendees on SSP’s role in acquiring 
qualified personnel and assisted those who wish to augment.

“Certain positions have qualifications that are strict, and 
others are just available for any personnel that have the ability to 
conduct the mission,” noted YNC Maynard. “Usually we apply 
those as voluntary. Mission critical positions that come along 
usually have a pretty set skill set or a requirement for that 
qualification in order for them to apply for the position and be 
selected.”

Because of this, getting qualified is an important way to be 
eligible for key augmentation opportunities, something YNC 
Maynard stressed.

“It’s huge. By Reserve members going in and doing their drills, 
and having a unit that specifically tries their best to make sure 
that, that Boatswain’s Mate, that Machinery Technician, that 
Yeoman, have the actual requirements needed to do the job is 
huge,” said YNC Maynard.

readiness means ParTnershiPs

To provide a comprehensive training program applicable to 
the real world, partners from outside the Coast Guard can 
provide a tremendous added value.

During this year’s FOSCR College, numerous agency and 
industry partners helped develop and execute the training, 
including the U.S. Air Force, the Environmental Protection 

Agency, the National Pollution Funds Center, Shore Infrastructure 
Logistics Command, and Gulf Strike Team.

Participants from four different sectors, along with instructors 
and subject matter experts from across the country, led an 
exceptionally strong course for upcoming FOSCRs, with 
significant progress towards PQS completion. In a reminder that 
training also takes place outside the classroom, students stopped 
training one afternoon to observe and participate in a federalized 
pollution case – an especially timely intersection of training and 
mission execution.

Training, readiness, and proficiency: it’s up to you
Training isn’t just for hypothetical situations. It’s a reminder 

of the great responsibility put on each component of the Coast 
Guard, often at junior levels. That’s a phenomenon unique to the 
Coast Guard, noted CWO John Morgan, who manages the Incident 
Management Division (IMD) of Sector St. Petersburg.

“Training is very significant in the sense that other military 
branches don’t allow a Third Class Petty Officer, an E-4, to hold 
this qualification,” said CWO Morgan. “You look at any other 
branch of the military, and that kind of responsibility stops at 
about an E-6, E-7 level. So we have young 19 and 20 year-olds 
speaking on behalf of an O-6, making decisions in the field, and 
managing, in some cases, significant amounts of money.”

Another reason why training, readiness, and proficiency 
remain critically important is the size of today’s Coast Guard. 
Even with a combined 88,000 active duty, Reserve, Auxiliary and 
civilian members, more trained, qualified personnel are always 
needed to prepare for tomorrow’s incidents.

“What they’re doing here [at Sector St. Petersburg], doing the 
full two weeks of training, it’s great,” said CWO Morgan. “At one 
time, let’s get everybody together, let’s get them qualified, let’s 
make a difference and make an impact on this organization, and 
bring more qualified people to bear.”

What was the big takeaway from Sector St. Petersburg’s 2016 
ADT?

Get trained, get qualified, get proficient and be prepared for 
opportunities – because the Coast Guard will be looking for those 
not only willing, but ready and able to serve.

“There’s always the ability to cross-deck well-qualified 
personnel for any position that we have,” said YNC Maynard. 
“SSP has the ability to pull the most qualified person, regardless 
of where they’re located, or what component they belong to.”

Ultimately, readiness is an individual member’s responsibility, 
at every level, in every component. Active duty, Reserve, and 
Auxiliary members all require training, PQS sign-offs, and oral 
boards to obtain qualifications – a process that starts with 
members having a desire to learn and grow as Coast Guardsmen.

What’s one simple piece of advice for any member looking to 
meet Adm. Zukunft’s call to the highest standards of readiness 
and proficiency?

“Ask questions,” said Capt. Lafferty. “Because the things you 
don’t know, somebody else knows.”  �

AUX Franco Ripple, AUX Skyle Lucky and Lt. Edward Bohnenstiehl 

all contributed to this article
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The CoasT Guard is hirinG

aCTive duTy and reserve

enlisTed and offiCers

Shipmates, we need your help to get the word out that the Coast Guard 

is hiring. Whether you are a newly reported seaman or seasoned senior 

officer, you have been asked about your service in the Coast Guard. 

Let’s get the word out! 

Your referrals carry a significant impact for our recruiting workforce. 

ALCOAST 181/16 announced the renewed “Everyone is a Recruiter” 

program. If you refer an applicant to any of our recruiting programs, 

you are eligible for a Letter of Commendation upon their successful 

completion of basic military training (specific criteria listed in PSCINST 

1120.1). That is advancement points and recognition for you!

How can you help?

Tell your friends and family your Coast Guard story. Share why you 

believe Team Coast Guard is a good option. Let them know we have 

enlistment bonuses! Refer them to www.gocoastguard.com  

so they can contact a recruiter and begin their journey in the  

U.S. Coast Guard! 

SpREad tHE woRd: tHE CoaSt GuaRd iS HiRinG!

http://www.gocoastguard.com


Eager to Exceed the Expected
Story by PA3 Jourdin Bego, 7th District Public Affairs

Being a military reservist requires an exceptional level of 
dedication and commitment. Managing two careers and a home 
life can create a tenuous balancing act. Preparing and maintaining 
two uniforms, scheduling appointments or meetings around both 
jobs and often traveling long distances to a duty station, demands 
dedication. It means giving up personal time and being away from 
family and friends. In short, coordinating two jobs with a personal 
life will quickly become complicated if the reservist is not 
organized, methodical and committed.

Petty Officer 3rd Class Amanda L. Matos, a reservist at Coast 
Guard Station Georgetown, South Carolina, has equipped herself 
with the character traits needed to make it all work. She recently 
became a police officer at the Mount Pleasant Police Department 
in Mount Pleasant, allowing her to enforce the law beyond her 
normal on the water service with the Coast Guard.

During her time at the South Carolina Criminal Justice 
Academy, Matos excelled in her police studies. Upon completing 
the academy on March 25, 2016, Matos was awarded the JP Strom 
award, an award in South Carolina, given to the top academic 
performer in each class. Matos maintained a 96 percent GPA 
throughout her time at the academy.

“Nothing helped me prepare for it,” said Matos. “I studied hard 
and used flashcards. I measured my flashcards at the end of the 
academy, the stack measured seven-inches tall.”

Life at the South Carolina Criminal Justice Academy requires a 
full-time commitment from their students for 12 weeks. The 
difficult environment included early mornings, long classroom 
days, weekly tests, driving courses, shooting practice, field tests, 
all while separated from her husband. Despite the strenuous 
conditions of the academy, Matos decided she would take on 
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officer amanda Matos, center, proudly displays her J.P. Strom award for academic excellence.
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another challenge. She volunteered to be the assistant class 
leader. “The leadership position was the most challenging because 
I had to juggle the leadership role and the curriculum,” said Matos. 
“I was the liaison between the instructors and 51 other students.”

As the assistant class leader, Matos spent much of her time 
interacting with the instructors and relaying the information 
back to the other students. It was her responsibility to make sure 
information was passed down and tasks were accomplished.

After learning about an award for academic success at the 
academy, Matos declared it would be hers. “When she finds out 
about these awards she always wants them,” said her husband 
Wilfredo. “She said the same about the honor graduate award at 
Cape May. She’s kind of a person who doesn’t take no for an 
answer; she doesn’t relax until she accomplishes those goals.”

Matos said she believes her competitive attitude has played a 
big role in her accomplishments thus far.

Growing up, Matos aspired to be like her mom. “She was a 
superhero,” said Matos. “She worked full-time, took care of my 
brother and I, and gave back to the community. I spent a lot of 
time growing up doing charity walks with her.”

Matos has dedicated much of her free time to helping others. 
She demonstrated her positive attitude and charity while 
volunteering for the Junior League in Georgetown, an organization 
for women that is dedicated to bettering the lives of people in 
their community.

In addition to the Junior League, Matos has also spent time 
volunteering with the Big Brothers Big Sisters Program. While 
there, she played with, educated and mentored a young girl.

“She is always involved in the community,” Wilfredo said. “She 
is trying to literally make this a better place.”

Matos did three years as an active duty Coast Guardsman 
starting in 2011, before transferring to the Reserve. Upon 
transferring, Matos already knew the benefits to having the 
knowledge, certifications, and skills required by her rate. She 
immediately worked on regaining her Boarding Team Member 
certification and began her coxswain’s certification used for 

operating boats.
“Her initiative and drive make a big difference, especially in 

the Reserve,” said Chief Petty Officer Weston Bradley, the Senior 
Enlisted Reserve Advisor at Station Georgetown. “She immediately 
started working on her recertification and getting qualified so 
that we can use her.”

The knowledge and experiences Matos gained while in the 
active-duty Coast Guard helped her motivate and inspire the 
other reservists, said Chief Petty Officer Bryce Adams, the 
executive petty officer of Station Georgetown.

“I work closely with the other reservists to make sure everyone 
is on the same page during our drills,” said Matos. “We go over 
sign-offs for advancement and Coast Guard knowledge to make 
sure we know everything that is expected of us.”

“She has that unique desire to get things done while keeping 
that smile on her face,” said Chief Adams.

Given everything Matos has already accomplished at 27- years 
of age, she continues to seek knowledge and improvement, 
particularly in learning a foreign language.

“I’d like to learn Spanish,” said Matos. “My husband and his 
family primarily communicate in Spanish and sometimes it is 
frustrating when I need him to translate for me.”

Matos, a Middletown, New York native, has set a few goals for 
her future endeavors. Some of them include completing a full 
marathon, becoming a detective with the police department, and 
becoming an officer in the Coast Guard.

For some it may seem difficult to juggle military duties, police 
officer duties and giving back to the community while maintaining 
a household. However, Matos has accomplished these and 
advanced in her careers due to a positive mindset and inspiring 
personality.

Throughout the years Matos has stood behind her 
commitments and continues to meet all expectations, despite any 
struggles that may arise. Matos has dedicated herself to her 
family, community, and her country, balancing both civilian and 
military careers while excelling in every aspect of each.    �

Persistence Leads Reservist to CG Commission
Submitted by Lt.j.g. Ben McIntyre-Coble, USCG Academy Admissions Officer 

Located on the bank of the Thames River in New London, 
Conn., the U.S. Coast Guard Academy offers a fully funded 
Bachelors of Science Degree in eight exciting fields. Upon 
graduation, Cadets are commissioned as Ensigns in the Coast 
Guard and serve a minimum of five years on active duty. For many 
junior enlisted members of the Coast Guard and Coast Guard 
Reserve the Academy feels unreachable. However, attending the 
Academy is an option that is entirely within reach. In fact, one 
former member of the Coast Guard Reserve is a distinguished 
member of the Coast Guard Academy’s Class of 2016.

Cadet First Class Jordan Converse grew up in Watertown, N.Y. 
At the age of 14 he gained a lifelong appreciation for the Coast 
Guard when a Coast Guard law enforcement team boarded his 
family’s boat on Lake Ontario. When Converse was a senior in 
high school he applied to the Coast Guard Academy. Unfortunately 
he was waitlisted. When his spot on the waitlist didn’t convert to 
an appointment, Converse enlisted in the Coast Guard Reserve 
hoping to later attend Officer Candidate School. He attended 
Marine Science Technician (MST) ‘A’ School and was assigned to 
the Marine Safety Detachment located in Massena, N.Y. At the 
same time, Converse enrolled in a pre-engineering program at 
Jefferson Community College.

Based on a career counseling session with his former 
Commanding Officer, Converse decided to re-apply to the Coast 
Guard Academy. With excellent grades from his community 
college and a strong recommendation from his Commanding 
Officer in hand, Converse was accepted. In June 2012, he reported 
to New London for Reporting In Day for the Class 2016.That day 
was the start of the Academy’s tough accession program known 
as Swab Summer and the start of Cadet Converse’s road to an 
officer commission.

Converse credits his time in the Coast Guard Reserve with 
helping him become a better Cadet at the Academy. “I think boot 
camp greatly prepared me for Swab Summer” says Converse. 
Topics like rates/ranks, close order drill and uniform prep were 
familiar to him. Converse notes basic training, “improved my 
confidence and decision making abilities…I felt more confident 
addressing the Cadre (senior cadets in a role similar to company 
commanders) and performing tasks under their watchful eyes.” 
Four years later Cadet Converse is at the top of his class, graduating 
with a degree in civil engineering and looking forward to a new 
assignment as an engineer in training aboard the CGC STEADFAST 
in Astoria, Oregon.

Individuals up to the age of 23 are encouraged to apply to the 
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Academy. Admission to the Coast Guard Academy is a highly 

selective, but otherwise is similar to the process at traditional 

selective colleges and universities Requirements include an online 

application, three personal statements, letters of recommendation, 

transcripts, a physical fitness exam and qualifying medical exam. 

Reserve and active duty members must also submit a 

recommendation from their Commanding Officer.

The Coast Guard Academy Admissions Division is fortunate to 

employ Reserve officers and enlisted personnel on its staff. 

Associate Director of Admissions Chris McMunn is a Lt. Cmdr. in 

the Reserve. Lt.j.g. Darnell Talbert, Lt.j.g. Marvi Rivera and Lt.j.g. 

Ben McIntyre-Coble (the author) are all prior enlisted Reserve 

Officers presently serving on active duty as Admission Officers. 

Coast Guard reservists SK1 Susan Gray and YN2 Jason Quinn 

provide administrative support. Collectively, these individuals are 

keenly aware of the challenges for non-traditional applicants and 

are ready to support members of the Coast Guard Reserve who are 

applying to the Coast Guard Academy.

“Don’t ever let anyone tell you that you cannot do something” 

are Cadet (now Ensign) Jordan Converse’s parting words for any 

reservist interested in applying to the Coast Guard Academy. 

Persistence pays off. With Cadet Converse having blazed a trail 

from the enlisted staff at MSD Massena to Academy, and a dedicated 

staff of Coast Guard Reserve personnel in the Admissions Division 

standing by to assist you, it has never been a better time to explore 

your opportunities at the Coast Guard Academy. To get started, 

visit www.uscga.edu and click on the top of any page to “Request 

Information.” We look forward to hearing from you soon.   �

Chance Encounter Leads to a Connection of Service
Submitted by BM3 Chris Newcomb, Station Manasquan Inlet

I came to know Cmdr. Carl Bosenberg in the twilight of his life – 

as the strongest tree yields to nature, so to, was this 90 year-old 

patriarch giving way to an unbeatable force. We met while I was 

working as an Emergency Medical Service professional. By then 

Cmdr. Bosenberg was limited to very little communication due to 

his medical conditions, and so I learned about his service to the 

Coast Guard while reviewing his file.

For the first time in my 20-year career in public safety I found 

myself visiting a patient while off-duty. I stayed in touch with his 

family until his death this past December, and joined them at his 

funeral service. It turned out that I learned most about Cmdr. 

Bosenberg after his death; from the testimonies given at the 

service, and from two recorded interviews kept by the Rutgers 

University World War II Oral History project.

The following is my humble attempt to share our shipmate’s 

story.

German-born, Carl Bosenberg was a proud American, raised in 

North Brunswick, N.J., to a family of horticulturists. In fact, his 

ensign Jordan Converse received his diploma from Jeh Johnson, Secretary of the department of Homeland Security.    Photo courtesy of ens. Jordan Converse
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father went to night school to learn English and declared, “I’m no 
longer a German. I’m an American.”1-10  Adding significance to 
this statement is the fact that the elder Bosenberg had competed as 
a German National athlete before emigrating.

Having finished his degree and two years as a Reserve Officer 
Training Candidate at Rutgers, Carl Bosenberg got some help from 
Senator Warren Barbour’s office in Washington to get into the 
Coast Guard Academy in September 1942.

Despite his only prior sea-time being the family emigration 
from Germany, Carl did well at the Coast Guard Academy. The 
highlight of his time there was the fourth month spent aboard the 
USCGC DANMARK (wix-283). The famous Danish training ship was 
in the U.S. for the 1939 World’s Fair, and was loaned to the U.S. after 
the attack on Pearl Harbor .

Having accepted his commission in February 1943, and orders 
to Alaska, Carl and nine fellow officers arrived in the Seattle district. 
Eight of those fellow officers were soon lost at sea – sunk by 
Russian attack. 

His next orders sent him to Curtis Bay, Md., where he joined the 
new crew of LST 24 for training. The crew picked up the ship in 
Pittsburgh and sailed for New Orleans. Carl’s time on the LST was 
spent as the supply officer, then gunnery officer, and finally as his 
favorite, Navigation officer. While part of a convoy enroute to the 
Panama Canal from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, two ships were lost to 
German submarine attack.  “We couldn’t even attempt to save 
anybody. All we got from the Admiral that was in command of the 
convoy was, ‘Full speed ahead.’ That’s all. The one ship that sunk 
had an officer on it that taught us navigation at the Academy” 

Having traversed the canal and making their way to American 
Samoa, Bosenberg’s ship and another LST spent the next six 
months supplying the forward areas of the Gilbert Islands.

During one Japanese air raid on Allied ships in the harbor of 
Niutao, Bosenberg remembers the order to ‘not shoot back.’ The 
Admiral in charge determined firing back would only disclose 
precise target information.

Having survived this Japanese aerial attack and a separate 
Japanese submarine attack, both in the area of the Island of Niuto , 
Bosenberg’s LST 24 made its way to Guadalcanal.

Bosenberg’s German heritage came in handy now that he was 
serving as the Navigation Officer. The only charts for Guadalcanal’s 
harbors were written in German. It was a relief to everyone aboard 
LST-24 to find out their Nav Officer was capable of interpreting 
them. 

Bosenberg gave the following account of his involvement in the 
invasion at Guam. “The troops that were aboard our LST had been 
with us for about two weeks, and we took them to Guam. The 
invasion was about dawn, and they were in a vehicle that could go 
on land and on sea…As they came from the water, see, we dropped 
them off at about a hundred yards, or so in the water. As they came 
to land, this thing went up like that, and a Japanese shell hit the 
bottom that had no armament, and it exploded inside, and the 
three of them…We had gotten to know them. You know, you get to 
know these guys. But that was a sad sight” 

Bosenberg’s service in the Pacific continued with the invasion of 
Saipan, and other assignments. By November 1944, Bosenberg 
found himself safely returning to port San Francisco with crowds of 
people lining the Golden Gate Bridge to greet the various returning 
servicemen: “I don’t think there was a dry eye in the whole group 
that was onboard. Everybody was so happy to be back.” 

Days later Bosenberg, then a Lt.j.g., accepted the challenge of 
commanding the turn-around of the lowest ranked station in the 
Eighth naval district --Station Pascagoula. The main responsibility 
of this station involved the safekeeping of a top-secret biological, 
chemical testing facility on an island 12 miles out in the Gulf.

Besides raising the station to the top rank in that district within 
six months, Bosenberg won something else in Pascagoula that 

defined his life. Ms. Millie Nell Bundy, then president of the local 
Girls Service Organization, accepted a date with Bosenberg and 
thus began a relationship that led to 56 years of marriage and an 
extended, loving family.

Cmdr. Bosenberg retired from the Coast Guard Reserve after a 
combined service of 27 years. He remembered, “I was never sorry 
that I had the military background. I think that most young men 
would be better off if they had a year or two of military training. 
They would look at the world with a little different perspective.” 

After meeting Cmdr. Bosenberg and his proud, but humble 
family, and reflecting on the service of this shipmate, I look at the family, and reflecting on the service of this shipmate, I look at the 
world a little differently. I urge you to explore the Rutgers WWII 
interview archives at the link below to learn about the service of 
our fellow Coast Guardsmen and other countrymen.   �

http://oralhistory.rutgers.edu/military-history/34-military-

branch-a-unit/185-us-coast-guard

Carl Bosenberg during his years at the Cg academy.
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The Coast Guard Reserve in Operations  
Desert Shield and Desert Storm, 1990-1991

Story by William H. Thiesen, Ph.D., Coast Guard Atlantic Area Historian

Units and personnel of the United States Coast Guard 

and its predecessor services have served with distinction 

in every major American conflict since the founding of 

the United States. The Persian Gulf War of 1990-1991 and 

OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM proved 

no exception to this rule.

The Persian Gulf War began on Tuesday, August 2nd, 

1990, when Iraqi land forces under President Saddam 

Hussein invaded neighboring Kuwait. Within days, President 

George H.W. Bush ordered U.S. forces to prepare for military 

operations in the Middle East. On Monday, August 6th, the 

Department of Defense initiated OPERATION DESERT 

SHIELD to defend Saudi Arabia from attack by the Iraqis. 

During this operation, Coast Guard units served largely to 

ensure the safe conduct of military shipping to the Persian 

Gulf and enforcement of United Nations sanctions in the 

theater of operations.

On Friday, August 10th, Coast Guard Marine Safety 

Offices (MSOs) mobilized personnel to inspect the nearly 

eighty Ready Reserve Fleet (RRF) vessels activated for 

sea duty. MSOs throughout the nation also instituted a 

flexible merchant marine manning and licensing program 

to expedite the movement of RRF vessels. In addition, 

Coast Guard MSOs became responsible for Port Security 

Petty officer Sandy Mitten mans the stern .50 caliber machine gun. She was one of six women in PSU 303 and one of three women assigned machine 
gun positions on board a Raider patrol boat. (U.S. Coast guard)
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Detachments at port facilities within their respective areas 

of responsibility. This major effort involved the oversight 

of security for port facilities and supervising the loading of 

explosives and hazardous material on board Military Sealift 

Command vessels bound for the Persian Gulf.

At the request of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Coast Guard 

committed ten four-person law enforcement boarding teams 

(LEDETs) to serve with U.S. maritime interception forces. 

On August 16th, U.S. forces initiated maritime interdiction 

operations consistent with United Nations sanctions. Within 

two weeks of instituting maritime interdiction operations, a 

Coast Guard LEDET had boarded its first Iraqi-flagged vessel. 

In addition, the Commandant of the Coast Guard designated 

a seven-man liaison staff to serve as Operational Command 

for Coast Guard forces, such as the LEDETs, deployed to the 

theater of operations.

The Persian Gulf War set many precedents for the Coast 

Guard’s combat mission. On August 22nd, President Bush 

authorized the call-up of reservists in support of military 

operations. Of the 950 Coast Guard reservists called to active 

duty, over 500 of them were members of the Coast Guard’s 

newly formed Port Security Units (PSUs). On September 

14th, PSU 303 (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) became the first 

port security unit deployed overseas when it was stationed 

at Al Damman, Saudi Arabia. On September 22nd, PSU 301 

(Buffalo, New York) deployed to Al Jubayl, Saudi Arabia, and 

on November 14th, PSU 302 (Port Clinton, Ohio) deployed to 

Bahrain. These PSUs featured the first Coast Guard women 

deployed in combat roles, including female machine gunners 

assigned to 22’ “Raider” transportable port security boats 

(TPSB).

On January 16th, 1991, the White House announced the 

commencement of OPERATION DESERT STORM, an offensive 

military operation against the Iraqi forces occupying Kuwait. 

This operation altered Coast Guard activities at home 

and abroad. It increased the level and tempo of the MSO’s 

activities as they stepped up land-based security patrols 

around key military and commercial waterfront facilities and 

enforced waterside security zones to defend against terrorist 

attack. Overseas, the Coast Guard’s LEDET personnel helped 

clear Iraqi oil platforms, securing eleven such platforms and 

aiding in the capture of twenty-three prisoners.

With the added threat of environmental warfare carried 

out by Saddam Hussein’s regime, the Coast Guard assumed 

yet another unprecedented mission — that of environmental 

protection in a combat zone. On February 13th, two Coast 

Guard HU-25A Falcon jets, equipped with oil detection 

equipment, flew from Air Station Cape Cod to Saudi Arabia. 

They were joined by two Coast Guard HC-130 Hercules 

cargo aircraft, which transported spare aviation parts and 

support packages. The Falcons were deployed for eighty-

four days, providing daily updated surface analysis of the 

Coast guard “Raider” patrol boat underway in harbor patrol duties. (U.S. Coast guard)
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location, condition and drift projections of spilled oil to the 

Coast Guard-led U.S. Interagency Assessment Team.

On February 28th, Coalition offensive operations ceased 

and, on April 11th, the United Nations declared a formal 

ceasefire, ending the Gulf War. On April 21st, when coalition 

naval forces entered Kuwait’s Mina Ash Shuwaikh Harbor, 

they selected a Coast Guard “Raider” TBSP from PSU 301 to 

lead the way. This event symbolized how numerically small 

Coast Guard forces played a vital role in DESERT STORM 

military operations.

In the Persian Gulf War, the Coast Guard provided essential 

support for naval and land-based military operations that the 

U.S. Navy could not. The MSOs ensured a nearly 100 percent 

ready rate of RRF vessels and LEDET personnel either led 

or supported sixty percent of the 600 boardings. Nearly 

1,000 Coast Guard reservists were called to active duty for 

DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM and two-thirds of 

them served in the first successful overseas deployment of 

Coast Guard Port Security Units. Aviation units deployed in 

theater mapped over 40,000 square miles of the Persian Gulf 

while their aircraft maintained a readiness rate of nearly 100 

percent.

In the Persian Gulf War, Coast Guard personnel proudly 

served their country both at home and abroad and proved 

once again the importance of Coast Guard missions in 

overseas conflicts. These Coast Guard activities focused on, 

but were not limited to, marine safety, vessel boarding, port 

security and environmental protection operations. In all of 

these missions, men and women of the Coast Guard Reserve 

fulfilled their wartime missions and proved Semper Paratus,  

“always ready.”    �

Some of the 400 Coast guard men and women who participated in the postwar victory celebration in Washington, d.C. (U.S. Coast guard)

Coast guardsmen from a law enforcement detachment boarding team 
on board a turkish freighter. (U.S. Coast guard)
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The Office of Boat Forces congratulates the following graduates 
from the following courses. BZ to aLL!!

RB-S Coxswain Intro 
25 APR –  06 MAY 2016

BM3 Justin Upright – Station Elizabeth City

RB-M Operator 
16 MAY –  27 MAY 2016

BM3 Lyle Leber – Station Maui

RB-S Boat Crew Member
11 APR – 22 APR 2016

BM3 Kenneth Smith – Station Belle Isle

MK2 Matthew Farr – Station Belle Isle

ME2 Chauncey Furges – Station Cape Charles

MK3 Daniel Gibson – Station Shinnecock

BM3 Austin Klawuhn– Station Yaquina Bay

09 MAY –  20 MAY 2016
ME2 Jacob Clark – Station Cape Charles

MK2 Jimmy Stefanidis – Station Fire Island

BM3 Carolyn Lipnick – Station Yaquina Bay

BM3 Earl Powell – Station Yaquina Bay

06 JUN – 17 JUN 2016
ME1 Jonathan Lakose – Station Atlantic City

ME3 Jude Ascura – Station Apra Harbor

SN Vincent Artero – Station Apra Harbor

BM3 Thomas Battaglia – Station Niagara

BM3 Jonathan Merrill – Station Honolulu

Boarding Team Member Course
16 MAY – 27 MAY 2016

MK3 Luis Hernandez-Jimenez – Sta. Ft. 

Myers Beach

Boarding Officer Practical 
Course

29 FEB – 11 MAR 2016
MK2 Matthew Boudreau – Sector Ohio Valley

ICS – Div/Group Supervisor
29 MAR – 30 MAR 2016

LTJG Charles Barkley – Station New York

BMC Wesley Koran – Station Grand Haven

Marine Underwater Egress
08 MAR – 09 MAR 2016

BM1 Raymond Leblanc – Station Boston

BM2 Kelsie Lambert – Station Sabine

Boat Forces Underwater Egress
02 FEB – 03 FEB 2016

BM3 Christopher Rogers – Sta. St.Petersburg

15 MAR – 16 MAR 2016
BM2 Brendan Whelan – Station Atlantic City

Chief Petty Officer’s Academy
11 APR – 21 APR 2016

BMC Thomas Franks – Sta. Barnegat Light

BMC Corey Barrett – Station Bellingham

BMC Glen Sefcik – Station Destin

BMC Greg Feister – Station Freeport

BMC Glenn Janzer – Station Milwaukee

BMC Joseph Pizzigno– Station Point Allerton

BMC Andrea Tole – Station San Diego

BMC Charles Lockwood – Sta. S. Padre Island

The following courses still 
have quotas available in 2016.

RB-S Boat Crew Member Course 
#502420
Start date               Quotas remaining
08 AUG 2016  5

RB-S Coxswain Intro Course 
#502127
22 AUG 2016  4
19 SEP 2016  11

RB-M Operator Course
#502469
22 AUG 2016  5
19 SEP 2016  7

Marine Underwater Egress 
(#100022)
16 AUG 2016  16
08 SEP 2016  15
13 SEP 2016  21
20 SEP 2016  20
26 SEP 2016  20

ReseRvist  Magazine
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From the Office of Boat Forces 
Submitted by Mr. Donald P. Hartmayer, Program Analyst, CG-731 
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News From The Hill
An ongoing series of articles that will provide you information on updated legislation, discuss policy changes, and clarify issues.

The New Blended Retirement System
The President signed the 2016 National Defense 

Authorization Act (NDAA) on November 25, 2015, which 
included a requirement for the uniformed Services to 
implement a new Blended Retirement System (BRS) that will 
become effective on January 1, 2018. The new system will 
extend new retirement savings options to the 81 percent of 
service members who historically have received no service 
related retirement benefit.

The BRS applies to all the Uniformed Services (DOD, USCG, 
NOAA and USPHS). Anyone joining these services after January 
1, 2018, will be covered under the new BRS. Service members 
with less than 12-years of active duty, or fewer than 4,320 
retirement points for reservists, will have the choice to opt-in 
to the BRS during calendar year 2018 or remain under the 
current retirement plan. Those members with greater than 
12-years of service, or 4,320 points, will be grandfathered 
under the current retirement system.

The BRS will replace and modernize the current retirement 
benefit formula of 2.5 percent times the number of years 
served, times the average of the members highest 36 months of 
basic pay. For reservists, their years of service are calculated by 
dividing their total retirement points by 360.

BRS consists of four components that distinctively combine 
to deliver a new blended annuity package categorized by 
“defined retirement pay benefit, automatic and matching 
contributions, continuation pay, and lump sum option."

The defined BRS pay benefit formula will use a 2.0 percent 
per year multiplier of your basic pay in lieu of the 2.5 percent 
multiplier of your highest 36 months of basic pay under the 
current defined retirement benefit formula. This equates to 40 
percent of basic pay at 20 years of service versus the current 50 
percent of basic pay at 20 years of service under the current 
retirement system.

Additionally, the CG will automatically contribute an amount 
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equal to 1 percent of your basic pay to your Thrift Saving Plan 
(TSP) after 60 days of service. Matching contributions by the 
CG will start at 3 years of service with a maximum matching of 
4 percent through the completion of 26 years of service. At the 
start of 3 years of service this contribution is yours to keep 
regardless of whether you achieve a 20-year or longer 
retirement. This means if you separate from the CG before 
reaching retirement, you now leave with a portable retirement 
benefit (TSP), which is not part of the current defined 
retirement plan.

Continuation pay is a payment similar to a bonus at the 
completion of 12-years of service available to those who agree 
to serve an additional 4 years. Active Component member 
payments will be a minimum of 2.5 times their monthly basic 
pay and Reserve Component member payments will be a 
minimum of 0.5 times the monthly active duty basic pay. These 
multipliers can be increased by the Coast Guard, with some 
limits, to meet Service needs.

With BRS there will be a lump sum option that will allow 
members to take a 25 or 50 percent lump sum at the time of 
retirement that will reduce the monthly retired pay by a 
corresponding 25 or 50 percent until age 67. After age 67, your 
monthly retired pay will return to the full amount.

Again, those with less than 12-years of service, or fewer 
than 4,320 retirement points for reservists, at that time will 
have the choice to opt-in to the new BRS, or remain under the 
current retirement plan, and will have all of calendar year 2018 
to make their opt-in decision. However, the opt-in decision is 
irrevocable, so all members should carefully consider their 
own personal circumstances, time in service, career intentions, 
and financial situation to determine which retirement system 
is best for them.

The Coast Guard’s intent is to thoroughly inform members, 
supervisors and financial counselors in all aspects of the BRS. 
There will be four different focused training modules provided 
over the next 18 months that will provide all members and 
supervisors the information and tools to increase awareness of 
the BRS. The courses will be hosted in the Department of 
Defense Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) learning environment 
and can be accessed through the Coast Guard Learning 
Management System (LMS).

The Leader Training to Introduce the BRS for the Uniformed 
Services is available now and mandatory for all military 
personnel in pay grades E-6 and above, both active and Reserve, 
and must be completed no later than December 31, 2016, and 
is highly recommended for civilian employees who directly 
supervise military service members. The course is set up in a 
newspaper format with definitions embedded within the 

presentation and takes about a half hour to complete.
To access the course go to LMS at https://elearning.uscg.

mil. The ‘Leader Training to Introduce the Blended Retirement 
System for Uniformed Services’ course #100122 is located 
under ‘Mandated Training B’ under the ‘Mandated Training’ in 
the ‘Course Catalog.’ Enroll in the course and go to ‘My Account’ 
to launch the course. Follow the directions to access the course 
through the JKO link and to re-access LMS to record completion.

The BRS Personal Finance Counselors training course is 
scheduled to be available on October 1, 2016, and will be 
mandatory for those in collateral financial counselor positions. 
Once this course is available, a mandatory course completion 
date will be announced.

The BRS Opt-In training course is tentatively scheduled to 
be available on January 1, 2017. This course will have a 
retirement calculator utility that will allow members to 
compare their own retirement benefits under the current 
retirement system and the new BRS. Most importantly, it will 
educate members with less than 12-years of service, or less 
than 4,320 points for reservists, to make an informed decision 
to opt-in to the BRS or remain under the current retirement 
system. The Opt-In course will be available throughout 
calendar year 2017 to provide members ample time to 
complete the course before they will need to make their opt-in 
decision during calendar year 2018.

The BRS New Accessions training course will be available at 
officer and enlisted accession points after January 1, 2018 for 
all newly affiliated Service members.
More information about the new Blended Retirement 

System is available on the following links:

– A Department of Defense Video, ‘Blended Retirement 
System Explained’ is available at:  http://www.defense.
gov/News-Article-View/Article/655705/dod-plans-
benefit-revision-with-blended-retirement 

– CG-1 Blended Retirement System Website:  https://www.
uscg.mil/hr/blended_retirement.asp

– The BRS Information Graphic that was posted in RESERVIST 
Issue 1, 2016 can be accessed via: https://www.uscg.mil/
hq/cg1/docs/Blended_Retirement_System.pdf

– ALCOAST 22/16:  SITREP 1 – IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
BLENDED RETIREMENT SYSTEM (BRS):   https://www.
uscg.mil/announcements/alcoast/222-16_ALCOAST.txt 

Additionally, questions regarding the BRS or related items 
should be directed to COMDT (CG-133) at  
HQS-PolicyandStandards@uscg.mil.

—Written by Chip Chase, CG-131

Officer Specialty Codes
and the Reserve Component

Most of us have dealt with supply and demand issues. The 
last time you visited the grocery store, you didn’t buy enough 
milk for the entire family’s needs, but purchased so many eggs 
that some spoiled before they could be used. Or, while planning 
an off-site meeting, you found you had too many people and 
not enough vehicles for everyone to get where they needed to 
go. The Coast Guard has had a supply and demand issue for 
decades trying to determine the right mix of officers, billets, 
and specialists to complete all of its core missions. Recently, the 
Coast Guard has built a system known as the Officer Specialty 

Management System (OSMS) to proactively determine supply 
and demand issues that affect the future direction of the Service 
and the career of every officer.

OSMS was launched in June 2013, and serves two primary 
workforce structuring functions; quantifying demand of 
workforce needs and measuring supply of workforce 
capabilities. Quantifying demand is a command function that 
looks proactively to determine the skill sets and knowledge 
required to successfully execute the mission of each billet/
position. Measuring supply is determined by a codified tool 
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that determines the 
skills and knowledge of 
the Officer Corps and 
individual officers.

The common 
measurement of 
OSMS is the Officer 
Specialty Codes (OSC) 
which are assigned to 
both billets and 
officers. The OSCs 
assigned to active duty billets 
allow workforce planners and 
personnel managers to 
forecast accession needs, training 
and education requirements, 
assignment tracts and promotion 
structures. The OSCs that are 
attained by individual officers help 
in career development by providing 
guidance for career progression, 
assignment tracts, and desired skills 
for promotion.

OSMS is developing more slowly in the Reserve Component 
where current force planning efforts will ultimately define the 
Reserve Component of the future, including officer billets and 
the specialties and competencies associated with them. For 
Reserve officers, however, attaining specific OSCs can help 
determine the direction of their Coast Guard careers, including 
Selected Reserve assignments and opportunities for extended 
active duty with OSMS. Specialty Managers, or SMs, can 
advertise their career field and the necessary experiences or 
knowledge officers must acquire to be successful in that 
specialty. This can increase the specialty’s likelihood of 
obtaining motivated officers who eagerly pursue professional 
and career-enhancing goals. Officers can seek out and request 
their career paths be geared toward those specialties that most 
interest them or best fit with their previous experiences while 
contributing to the Coast Guard’s service need. It can also help 
with their professional development by establishing milestones 
of achievement.

Specifics and Organization of OSMS
OSMS contains three organizational layers: Communities, 

Specialties and Subspecialties. Communities are a collection of 
specialties which share missions, skills and organizational 
constraints. The two communities are Mission Operation and 
Mission Support. The Operations Community is divided into 
two primary specialties: Prevention and Response, with five 
subspecialties. Prevention divides into Afloat and Ashore, 
while Response divides into Afloat, Ashore and Aviation. The 
Support Community is divided into nine Specialties; C4IT, 
Engineering, Human Resources, Intelligence, Legal, 
Management, Medical and Non-ADPL Programs. Within each of 
these Specialties and/or Subspecialties are the specific OSCs 
which are most important to the individual officer.

The Officer Specialty Requirements (OSR) form presents 
the requirements (competencies, education, training and 
certification/licensing) from the SM to the field. The 
requirements established on the OSR reflect the tasks necessary 
to demonstrate proficiency in the areas of knowledge, skills, 
and/or abilities that Area Commanders and Program Managers 
have determined are necessary to complete the mission of a 
billet or individual for that OSC.

The final management piece to the OSMS is the Program 

Manager. As the Reserve 
OSMS Program Manager, 
PSC-RPM-1 manages the 

assignment and deletion of 
OSCs for IDPL officers’ records. 
PSC-OPM-3 manages the ADPL 

officer OSCs and maintains the 
centralized web portal for OSMS 
(which contains the Commandant-

approved list of specialties and OSCs, 
all approved OSRs, a list of current SMs, 
and links to all OSMS forms  
and documents). 

Applying for an Officer  

Specialty Code
Any officer interested in learning 

more or applying for an OSC can visit 
PSC-RPM-1’s OSMS website at www.

uscg.mil/osms to find process guides and 
become more familiar with OSMS. On the 
website, officers can also review individual 

OSR forms to determine the requirements for the OSC. While 
reviewing an OSR form, the officer should ensure all 
competencies, education, training, licenses, certificates and 
experience required are documented, If all of the requirements 
have been met but are not documented within the Employee 
Summary Sheet (ESS), members are encouraged to work with 
their servicing SPO to ensure all requirements are entered into 
Direct Access and are reflected on the ESS. An officer can view 
their ESS through the CGBI Portal by going to the “Personal 
Files” tab, “Skills” page, and “Summary Sheet.” All required 
experience should be documented through official forms, 
certifications, PQS, or provide a signed memo from the officer’s 
command. For those requirements that cannot be reflected 
within DA and the ESS, the documentation should be scanned 
and submitted with the final OSC application.

Once the requirements have been met, the officer should 
complete an Officer Specialty Code Application (CG-5319A). 
This application must be electronically signed by the officer 
and forwarded to the Commanding Officer for review and 
endorsement. Only those applications favorably endorsed by 
the Commanding Officer or their delegate shall be forwarded to 
PSC-RPM-1 at ARL-SMB-CGPSC-RPM-OSMS@uscg.mil  
for processing.

PSC-RPM-1 will process the application and work with the 
appropriate SM (as needed) to ensure compliance with the 
published OSR. Final decision authority to award an OSC for 
IDPL officers rests with PSC-RPM-1. PSC-RPM-1 typically will 
provide approval/disapproval directly back to the member 
within 30 days. If approved, PSC-RPM-1 will enter the OSC into 
the officer’s DA account and the OSC will reflect on the officer’s 
ESS within one week of entry.

If the application has been disapproved, the officer may go 
through the appeals process. Further information can be found 
on the OSMS website. In order to maintain the integrity of the 
system and digital signatures, a new application will need to be 
completed if there were errors on the application that caused 
the disapproval. The new application should go through the 
same process as stated above.

Common Reserve OSCs
There are several OSCs that are most common for IDPL 

officers’ experience and career options to best fit. OAR-16 
(Incident Management and Preparedness) is one that most 

er
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Reserve officers who have been involved in ICS can attain. 

Experienced PSU officers often qualify for OAR-12 (Defense 

Operations/Readiness). Qualified Planning officers have much 

of the needed requirements for OAR-18 (Contingency 

Planning). Marine Safety officers usually work toward OAP-14 

(Port and Facilities Safety and Security). Of course, this is only 

a snapshot of the most common OSCs applied for by  

Reserve officers.

Contact and Additional Information

Any questions regarding Reserve OSMS in general can be 

directed to the PSC-RPM-1 OSMS Manager at ARL-SMB-CGPSC-

RPM-OSMS@uscg.mil.

— Article by Lt. Aaron McClellan,

CG PSC-RPM-1

Periodic Health Assessments

for Coast Guard Reserve Members
Maintaining your medical readiness isn’t just a military 

requirement, it’s an important part of safeguarding your health 

and making you eligible for deployment and active duty 

opportunities. One of the keystones to 

your medical readiness is ensuring 

that you complete your Periodic 

Health Assessment (PHA). By policy 

described in the Coast Guard 

Medical Manual, COMDTINST 

M6000.1F, all active duty and 

Reserve personnel are required to 

have an annual PHA completed 

during their birth month. If you’re 

accepting orders for 30 days or more, 

your PHA must be current or you may 

not accept the orders.

If you’re on active duty orders for 31 

days or more and you receive your 

primary care at a Coast Guard or DOD 

medical facility, you can have your PHA 

performed there. If you are a drilling reservist 

or are on orders for less than 30 days then you 

will have your PHA completed by the contracted 

health care provider the Coast Guard has arranged 

for this purpose. You can set up your PHA by calling 

1-888-697-4299 to schedule an appointment. Before going 

to your PHA be sure to go online and print out the Fleet Health 

Risk Assessment complete it and bring it to your appointment. 

The Fleet Risk Health Assessment can be found at: https://

nmcpeh-web2.med.navy.mil/pls/newhra/dsc6pop.NEHCha_

Login.

When you call the appointment line you’ll be asked for basic 

information including your name, 

address, phone number, and civilian 

and military email addresses and duty 

status; active or Reserve. You’ll be sent 

a PHA kit that includes a map to the 

clinic, forms and supplies, a FEDEX 

envelope and a reminder to complete 

the health risk assessment. Be sure to 

bring the kit with you to the PHA 

appointment. You should also receive a 

reminder phone call 72 hours in 

advance of your appointment.

Your PHA appointment should be 

scheduled within 50 miles of the zip code 

of your home of record. In coordination 

with their parent unit, and according to the 

Reserve Policy Manual, COMDTINST 

M1001.28B, members may be eligible for 

Readiness Management Periods with pay during 

the administration of their PHA. Paid travel orders 

are generally not issued for completion of PHAs. If you 

must cancel your appointment, call the contracted provider 

at least 72 hours prior to the appointment.

— By Cmdr. Paul Fawcett, Chief, Medical Administration

Health, Safety, and Work-Life Service Center

FAQs

Q: Why can’t I have my PHA completed at my Coast Guard 

Clinic when I’m in a drill status?

A: The Coast Guard has provided a standard process and 

arranged a contract to provide PHAs for Reserve members 

and has paid for that service. Importantly, this includes the 

data entry for readiness monitoring. Other factors in 

establishing a standard contract process such as Coast 

Guard clinic proximity, capacity, travel distances, and clinic 

hours also factored in to this policy.

Q: How do the results of my PHA get reported back to  

the CG?

A: The contractor is responsible for sending the results of your 

PHA back to the Coast Guard.

Q: I’m assigned to a unit that has an independent duty 

Health Services Technician, can they administer my PHA?

A: By current CG policy, Coast Guard Health Services 

Technicians do not perform PHAs. PHAs must be conducted 

by the health care contractor; Logistics Health International.

Q: What happens if I’m at the contract provider for my PHA 

and they determine I have a high risk factor or  

other issue?

A: Follow up with your assigned CG medical officer.

Q: Can my civilian primary care manager complete  

my PHA?

A: Unfortunately, no. Only doctors contracted by Logistics 

Healthcare International, the company which coordinates 

the CG’s PHAs, can complete PHAs.

Q: What should I do if I have a complaint about the service 

or care that was provided to me by the contract  

medical provider?

A: You should never accept poor treatment or behavior from a 

provider. Report such instances to your chain of command 

and your servicing Coast Guard clinic or your independent 

duty Health Service Technician. Additionally, there is a 

survey in the PHA packet. You’re encouraged to complete it 

and mail it in so that your input about your visit is recorded.
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Sector St. Pete Reservist Retires

Strike Team Reservist Given the “Helm”

Long Serving Reservist Retires

at Sector San Juan

Capt. Mary Alice Merlin Departing

Lt. Cmdr. Jeff Copeland (right) receives his shadow box during a recent 
retirement ceremony at Sector St. Petersburg, Fla. the shadow box was 
presented by Lt Cmdr. Brian Shepard (left).

BM1 daniel alford, a member of the atlantic Strike team (aSt), retired following 
24 years of combined active and Reserve service. He began his career as a 
quartermaster so the aSt crew got him a shadow box in the form of a helm as 
a retirement gift. BM1 alford (left) is shown here as Yn1 travis Hunt (center) 
and BM1 Robert Rabbit present the shadow box.

CWo4 Harold “Monty” Willaford receives the Coast guard Commendation 
Medal and retirement certificate from (left) Capt. Michael B. zamperini, deputy 
Sector Commander, Sector San Juan. Willaford retired on February 1, 2016, 
after almost 31 years of service in the Coast guard Reserve. zamperini and 
Willaford are shown during the retirement ceremony on January 22, 2016, at 
the delta Pier, Sector San Juan, San Juan, Puerto Rico. Willaford was assigned 
to Sector San Juan, enforcement division’s Sector Boarding team since May 
2013. His previous assignments included the deployable operations group, 
Port Security Unit 305, Coast guard investigative Services Commandant’s 
Protection team, Reserve Unit York River, Reserve Unit Portsmouth, detachment 
Yorktown, and Reserve Unit Milford Haven.          Photo by Ricardo Castrodad

on Friday June 17, 2016, Capt. Mary alice Merlin retired from the Coast 
guard Reserve with over 30 years of service. Her shipmates from the 
atlantic area Future operations (35) division were on hand to wish her 
“Fair Winds and Following Seas.” Capt. Merlin is pictured here receiving her 
Certificate of Retirement from Rear adm. Francis “Stash” Pelkowski, atlantic 
area Senior Reserve officer.             Photo by andy Winz, Cg auxiliary
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Old Shipmates Connect During 
Dedication of Historic MLB

two old shipmates reconnected following the recent 
dedication of the Motor Life Boat 44301 static display 
at Cg Station Chatham, Ma. MKC J.J. o’neil, USCgR 
(ret.) and former engineman third Class (en3) Russ 
allyson were two of the last Lighthouse Keeper's in the 
Coast guard. allyson spent a year at Mt. desert Rock 
Light Station (26 miles off the Maine Coast) during 
1970's. then en 3 o'neil spent a year at Cleveland 
Ledge Light in Buzzard’s Bay, Ma. “Russ and i would 
communicate via aM Radio at night,” remembers 
o’neil. “another keeper we communicated with 
was en3 george Pasero, and his wife Marge. they 
manned Cape Cod Light in north truro, Ma. all three 
of us had recently returned from service in Vietnam.” 
the two shipmates are shown here in front of the 
Lighthouse Café – naturally -- in Harwich, Ma.

Retirement List
RET-1

(Retired With Pay)

APRIL 2016
Capt. George Elliott

Capt. Gary Martin-Ranft

Cmdr. Timothy Rolston

Lt. Joseph Wolf

MSTCM Gregory Lewis

MKCS Gary Glintenkamp

MKC Charles Carrier

MKC Robert McCarty

MKC Thomas Yotka

MSTC James Burton

OSC Victoria Bryerscarney

ET1 Dwight Burridge

MK1 Michael Torres

YN1 Merl Ashworth

YN1 Betty Corbett

YN1 James Wilcox

YN1 John Wilcox

BM2 Julie Moore

ET2 Vincent Catelotti

MAY 2016
Capt. Deborah Dombeck

Cmdr. Stacey Benfer

Cmdr. James Duckworth

Lt. Cmdr. David Maylum

Lt. Cmdr. Paul Redmond

Lt. Cmdr. Samuel Roudebush

Lt. Robert Nesper

ENG4 Robert Healy

F&S4 John Silva

F&S3 Thomas Baker

CWO Stephanie Moore-Cook

MSTC Ronald Mateas

MEC Charles Davis

MKC Jeffrey Vincent

YNC Allen Berkey

YNC Paulette Johnson

DC1 Christopher DeLucci

MST1 William Harbour

YN1 Reginald Jackson

BM2 David Goldsmith

BM2 Glenn Willard

ME2 Charles Bass

RET-2
(Retired Awaiting Pay)

APRIL 2015
APRIL 2016

Capt. Richard P. McLoughlin

Cmdr. Ruben Moya

Cmdr. Paul B. Winkeljohn

Lt. Tania H. Pruitt

ENG3 Gregory S. Kibby

MKCS Stephen P. Davis

MKCS Julio R. Peck

YNCS Kathy A. Hedley

YNCS Karen C. Searcy

BMC Aric R. Johnson

EMC Craig A. Bierly

MEC Michael A. LaFond

MEC DeWayne E. Ward

MKC Manual A. Huezo

SKC Maria D. Zamora

IT1 Benjamin A. Smith

OS1 Derrick G. McNeil

YN1 Michele A. Sylvester

ME2 Felipe Ortiz-Cintron

MAY 2016
Capt. Sloan A. Tyler

Cmdr. Robert W. Courtenay

Cmdr. Lesley F. Dion

Cmdr. Timothy W. Pavilonis

Lt. Cmdr. Jill L. Lazo

ITCM Michael R. Boyles

BMCS Donald J. Wassler

SKCS Charles L. Gandy

BMC Gregory Brown

BMC Paul L. Getman

BMC Dennis R. McGraw

BMC Troy J. Williams

GM1 Robert N. Ames

HS1 Jennifer D. Corns

BM2 William E. Pisha

MK2 Bobby D. Gilbert

BM3 Thomas Needhammer

— Compiled by

YNC Joseph R. McGonagle, 

USCGR (ret.)
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Coast Guard Combat
Veterans Association Reunion

The 2017 Coast Guard Combat Veterans 

Association (CGCVA) biennial reunion will be held 

at the Crown Plaza Hotel in San Diego, Calif., May 

8-12, 2017. All Coast Guard veterans are invited to 

attend, regardless of membership. Please join us to 

experience great hospitality, camaraderie, a silent 

auction and the awards banquet. 

For additional information, contact MCPO Mike 

Placencia, USCG (ret.) at: cgmasterchief22@

hotmail.com. First opportunity to register will be 

in August 2016. Check out the CGCVA website for 

updated information and for membership criteria 

and application forms at: 

www.coastguardcombatvets.com.www.coastguardcombatvets.com.www.coastguardcombatvets.com.

Reservist Transitions to 

Active Duty

On Friday, April 29,  Petty Officer 

Michael Wahl was discharged from 

Coast Guard Reserve and enlisted into 

Active Duty. Petty Officer Wahl was 

serving on active duty on Title 10 in 

support of Patrol Forces Southwest Asia 

as a member of the Mobile Support Unit 

located at the Surface Force Logistic 

Center in Baltimore, Md. Petty Officer 

Wahl was sworn in by reservist CWO 

Joseph Scarpelli, Acting Branch Chief.
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TO CHANGE YOUR

MAILING ADDRESS:

Selected Reservists:
Please use Direct Access 
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or send your address change to 
your unit Servicing Personnel 
Office (SPO).

Individual Ready 
Reservists (IRR):

Please contact the IRR 
Personnel Support Unit via 
email at:

ARL-DG-CGPSCIRR@uscg.mil
or at: 

Commander (rpm-3)
Personnel Service Center
U.S. Coast Guard Stop 
72004200 Wilson Blvd
Ste. 1100 Arlington, Va 
20598-7200

Retired Reservists:
Please send e-mail to Personnel 
Service Center (ras) at:
ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
or use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or use self-service at
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/
directoryassistance.asp#one
or call 1-800-772-8724.

PSU 308 Personnel Run

in Memory of Fallen Shipmate

On June 11, 2016, members of Port Security Unit (PSU) 308 in Gulfport, 

Miss., completed the Scott Ward Memorial Run along with local law 

enforcement and other members of the community. Ward was a reservist 

assigned to PSU 308. He died in the line of duty on November 23, 2012, 

as a Baldwin County Sheriff responding to a domestic disturbance call. 

Photo by FS1 Jason Selph

Senior Enlisted Leaders Attend Hawaiian Islands Reserve All-Hands
Four senior enlisted leaders attended the May 7, 2016, Hawaiian Islands Reserve All-Hands. From left to right are: 14th District Command Master Chief Chris Windnagle, Sector Honolulu  Command Master Chief Ronny German, Sector Honolulu Reserve Command Chief Wes Mundy, and Pacific Area Command Master Chief Jason Vanderhaden.

http://www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/
mailto:ARL-DG-CGPSCIRR@uscg.mil
mailto:ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
http://www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/
http://www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/directoryassistance.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/directoryassistance.asp#one


ROCI Class 1–2016 

Graduates

U.S. Coast Guard Reserve Officer 
Candidate Indoctrination Class 1-16 
marches to their commissioning 
ceremony in Leamy Hall, July 15, to 
receive their commissions. Reserve 
Officer Candidate Indoctrination is 
a three-week course designed for 
individuals who have been chosen for 
Selected Reserve Direct Commission 
Program. ROCI prepares these 
individuals to serve effectively as 
officers of the Coast Guard Reserve. All 
Reserve officer candidates have prior 
service in the Coast Guard or other 
branch of the U.S. Armed Services.

Photo by PA2 Richard Brahm.

Sector Buffalo Reservists Take 

“Everyone’s A Recruiter” effort to heart

During a drill weekend at Sector Buffalo, a departing Reserve 
Harbor Patrol mission was approached at the front gate by a 
Boy Scout leader who was doing a tour with his troop of the 
Outer Harbor lighthouse and asked if anyone could do a Coast 
Guard overview and question and answer session for the troop. 
The Active Duty watch stander, SK2 Francesca Vercellone, was 
notified of the request and she asked the Reserve Yeomen on 
duty if they would help with an impromptu presentation. The 
four volunteers answered many questions showcasing their 
personal initiative, leadership, and pride in the Coast Guard 
giving the guests a very articulate overview of Coast Guard 
missions, enlisted ratings, and the Sector's local operations. 
They also ended the presentation with a nice plug for Coast 
Guard recruiting.
Pictured from left to right are: YN2 Reynard Ramos, YNC 
David Ringle, the local Buffalo Boy Scout troop, SK2 Francesca 
Vercellone, and YN2 Selden Przelomiec.

— Submitted by Lt. Greg Jensen

Sector Boston Hosts ESGR Event

On June 3rd, 2016, Sector Boston teamed with the 
Massachusetts Committee for Employer Support of 
the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) to host the 2nd annual 
“Breakfast with the Boss” event as part of ESGR’s 
Employer Outreach Program. The event, which was 
attended by nearly 30 employers of Reserve and 
Guard personnel, included a catered breakfast, an 
informative presentation on the Coast Guard, and 
tours of local units, including CGC ESCANABA, Station 
Boston, and Sector Boston’s Command Center. The 
event gave employers an opportunity to learn more 
about the valuable work our nation’s Reserve force 
members do when away from their “civilian life” to 
perform military duties. It also allowed employers 
to see why their support is so vital to our nation’s 
security and defense. Pictured here are reservists 
from Sector Boston and local employers with Sector 
Boston’s Sector Commander, Capt. Claudia Gelzer, 
and Massachusetts ESGR State Chair, Mr. Earl Bonett. 

Photo by Ms. Christine Deveau, ESGR Representative   
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D7 Reserve Staff recognizes 

Sector San Juan

Reserve Members

Seventh District Reserve Staff members Capt. 
Miriam Lafferty, Lt. Cmdr. Richard Lavigne and 
District Reserve Command Master Chief Janine 
Tschantz-Hahn joined with Sector San Juan 
Commanding Officer Captain Robert Warren 
and Sector Senior Reserve Officer Lt. Alejandro 
Sims to celebrated the April advancements of 
the four Reserve members; MSTCS Ismael 
Torres, OS1 Felix Morales, YN1 Jose Rodriguez 
and YN2 Hulda Jimenez.
Shown here (L to R) are: MCPO Tschantz-Hahn, 
YN2 Jimenez, YN1 Rodriguez, MSTCS Ismael 
Torres, OS1 Morales, Lt. Cmdr. Lavigne, Capt. 
Lafferty, Lt. Sims and Capt. Warren. 

Photo by Lt. Andrew Simpson

Reservist Advances  

at Sector Lower 

Mississippi River

Sector Lower Mississippi River's BM1 
Jonathan Dye was advanced during a 
ceremony on May 15, 2016. PO Dye 
and his wife Tara are shown here 
flanked by the entire Sector Lower 
Mississippi River Reserve crew. 

Photo by YN3 Jaqulyn Cruz-Mangrum   

5th District Reservists 

Run for Special Olympics

On June 6, 2016, 5 Reserve members 
at Station Annapolis participated in 
the 19th Annual Law Enforcement 
Torch Run in LaPlata, Md. This 
marked the third consecutive year 
for Reserve participation in this 
event which raises awareness and 
monies for Special Olympics. This 
year’s event raised nearly $40,000. 
Shown here from left to right are: 
BMCS Michael Smith, BM1 James 
Bradley, BM2 Jeff Beshore, ME2 David 
Rawlings and MK3 Sam Maigeri. 



Sector St. Pete Reservist Promoted to CWO2 

MSTC Aaron Hemme, a reservist assigned to Sector St. 

Petersburg was, recently selected for and promoted to Chief 

Warrant Officer. Shown here left to right are: LTt.j.g. Edward 

Bohnenstehl, CWO2 Aaron Hemme, Cmdr. Richard Nieman, Lt. 

Cmdr. Brian Shepard.

Coast Guard Reservists in Africa

Lt. Sean Fay (left), Antiterrorism-Force Protection Officer 

assigned to U.S. Navy Coastal Riverine Squadron (CORIVRON)-

Forward, was relieved by Lt. Emily Brockway (right) on April 

20th, 2016. Lt. Fay completed a nearly eight month deployment 

with CORIVON 10, headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla., as part 

of Combined Task Group 68.6, Camp Lemonnier, Djibouti. Lt. 

Brockway is assigned to CORIVRON 8, based in Newport, R. I.

CORIVRON-Forward is tasked with providing port security in 

the Port of Djibouti as well as providing teams of embarked 

security personnel for high value vessels transiting between the 

Arabian Gulf and the Mediterranean Sea. In addition to ensuring 

secure transit of high value assets, CORIVRON-Forward fosters 

positive relationships with African Partner Nations by engaging 

in Theater Security Cooperation events, sharing best practices 

and skills critical to building robust navies across Africa.

Photo courtesy of Navy IS2 Michael Dumont

Sector Upper Mississippi Reenlistment

On Saturday, May 21, MST1 Valerie Schwing, a reservists 

assigned to Sector Upper Mississippi, Schwing is sworn in by 

CWO Charles Erwin. for eight more years in the Coast Guard 

Reserve. Her wish was to reenlist on a Coast Guard small boat 

with the St. Louis Arch in the background. Her wish was fulfilled 

thanks to the efforts of the Sector’s Response Department and 

the boat crew members of BMC Scott Lussier, MEC Paul Koessel, 

ME2 Brandon Barron and MK2 Samuel Stewart. MST1 Schwing 

and MK2 Stewart actually attended boot camp together and 

have both been stationed at Sector Upper Mississippi River 

for their entire careers. Fittingly, they both reenlisted on the  

same weekend.

Station Atlantic City Advancement

FS2 Jodi Kelley was advanced during Station Atlantic City’s May 

2016 drill weekend. She is shown here with Commanding Officer 

Lt. Noel Johnson, Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor BMCS Rob 

Mayer. PO Kelley's father Gary Kelley and her brother Jeremy 

Kelley do the honors of pinning one her new collar devices.
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Motorcycle ride in memory of R.I. Coast Guard reservist

The life of a Rhode Island Coast Guard 
member was remembered on Sunday, 
May 8, 2016. The eighth annual 
Ronnie's Run is in memory of Ron Gill, 
Jr., who died off the coast of Seattle 
while conducting Homeland Security 
exercises in 2007.
Port Security Specialist Third Class 
(PS3) Gill was killed in the line of 
duty on Sunday, March 25, 2007 while 
conducting operations north of Vashon 
Island in Puget Sound. At the time PS3 
Gill was a member of Maritime Safety and Security Team deployed from 
Anchorage to Seattle when he was ejected from a 25-foot Defender Class Boat. 
The PS3 Ronald A. Gill Jr. Memorial Scholarship Foundation has raised over 
$225 thousand dollars in scholarships for Rhode Island students over the  
past eight years.

(U.S. Coast Guard Photo)

Reprinted from a WJAR-TV website post by Richard Couto on May 1, 2016.

LANT Area Strike Team Reservists 

Take Part in ESGR Boss Lift

Reserve personnel assigned to the Atlantic Area 
Strike Team (AST) at Joint Base Ft. Dix-McGuire-
Lakehurst recently participated in an Employer 
Support of the Guard & Reserve Boss Lift event. 
The event is for civilian employers of Guard and 
Reserve members. AST reservist MK3 Ian Fenwick, 
along with other CG personnel, demonstrated a 
number of activities which CG reservists perform 
during their training periods. The two-day event 
concluded with a brief ceremony during which the 
employers pledged their continued support of the 
military members they employ. Shown here from 
left to right are: Brig. Gen. Michael Cunniff, Adjutant 
General for the State of New Jersey (Army Guard/
Air Guard), Maj. Gen. Margaret Boor, Commanding 
General, 99th Regional Support Command (Army 
Reserve), Don Tretola, ESGR N.J. State Chair, LS1 
Nelson Padilla (Navy Reserve), MK3 Ian Fenwick, 
(CG Reserve) and Col. David Pavey, Commander, 
514th Air Mobility Wing (Air Force Reserve).

MSU Chicago Reservists

Earn Advancement and Recognition

On 21 May 2016, Petty Officer Kyle Bernard (left) was advanced to ME1 and 
MST1 Christian Pedersen received a Coast Guard Letter of Commendation. 
Both were presented by Cmdr. Ryan Manning, Commanding Officer of  
MSU Chicago. 

7th District Reservist

Signs Up For Four More

Lt.j.g. Edward Bohnenstiehl congratulates MST1 
William Abbott following his re-enlistment for four 
more years on Saturday, May 14, 2016, at Sector St. 
Petersburg, Fla.

Station Atlantic City 

Advancement

BM3 Brendon Whelan, a 
reservist at Station Atlantic 
City, was advanced to BM2 
during a ceremony on Saturday, 
June 18, 2016. BM2 Whelan 
recently integrated into the 
Reserve from Active Duty. 
Shown here pinning on BM2 
Whelan’s new collar devices 
are (left) BM2 Trevor Turner 
and BM1 Anton Mohammed at 
Station Atlantic City.
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New England Reservists Support 
‘The Moving Wall’ During Memorial Day

The General Henry Knox Museum in Thomaston, Maine 

proudly hosted The Moving Wall, a half-size replica of the Vietnam 

Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., from May 26-31, 2016. 

The museum had applied for The Moving Wall three years prior 

and upon finding out in October of last year that it had been 

chosen to display The Wall over Memorial Day weekend, staff 

went to work. A committee, primarily comprised of veterans, 

began meeting every other Tuesday to tackle the many tasks  

at hand.

The organization to which The Wall belongs stipulates it must 

be open to the public 24 hours a day and that the hosting 

organization must provide grief counselors on site 24 hours a 

day. That roughly required 145 volunteers on site for each 24 

hour period. Combined with the infrastructure that needed to be 

in place when The Wall arrived, it facilitated the need for 

hundreds of volunteer hours.

GM1 Matthew J. Hansbury, a reservist assigned to the Sector 

Boston Vessel Boarding Security Team, has worked at the 

Museum for nearly 10 years. As the Museum’s Collections 

Manager-Curator, he saw the opportunity to ask other Coast 

Guard members to step up and volunteer. Before coming to Sector 

Boston GM1 Hansbury was attached to Port Security 301 in Cape 

Cod, Ma. He deployed with the unit twice, the most recent being 

to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba in 2013-2014. Two of his shipmates 

from that deployment, BM2 Mary Murphy and BM2 Joshua Pool, 

volunteered for multiple shifts during The Wall’s stay at the 

museum. BM2 Murphy acted as a van driver to shuttle the 

volunteers to off-site parking and BM2 Pool worked with GM1 

Hansbury during an overnight 2000-0800 shift.

There also were a number of prior service Coast Guard 

reservists on site. Mr. David Edfors (Lt. 1959-1967), a docent at 

the Museum, volunteered to guide visitors through the museum 

after viewing The Wall. Port Security Specialist First Class 

Rowland Ames (1980-2002) is a member of nearby St. George’s 

VFW Color Guard and participated in various events. Active duty 

member, Fireman Joshua Price from Station Rockland, 

participated in a wreath laying ceremony, and retired Capt. Brian 

Perkins participated in the clean-up effort after The Wall was 

dismantled. “I was surprised by how many covers (hats) I saw on 

volunteers and visitors that had U.S. Coast Guard Vietnam Veteran 

over the course of the five days. I exchanged ‘Semper Paratus’ a 

number of times,” Hansbury stated. 

As the nation’s first Secretary of War Henry Knox was 

instrumental in building the infrastructure that constituted the 

bulk of the U.S. armed forces for many years. It was Knox who 

proposed a military college be founded at West Point, NY, to 

George Washington in 1781. He also authorized the building of 

the first Naval forces, one of this class being the U.S.S. 

CONSTITUTION.

“Knox served in Washington’s first cabinet, alongside 

Alexander Hamilton, who we recognize as the father of the Coast 

Guard with his creation of the original Revenue Cutter Marine. 

The two men were great friends having also served together 

during the American Revolution,” noted Hansbury. “I was happy 

to continue the tradition of that long-lasting relationship as a 

representative of the Coast Guard. It was a privilege to have The 

Wall at the museum and honor those that serve in all the armed 

forces. I encourage any Coasties making their way up the coast of 

Maine to stop in for a tour of the museum.”   �

Readers can learn more about the General Henry Knox Museum by 

visiting the museum website at www.knoxmuseum.org

Fn Joshua Price (far left) represents the Coast guard during the Moving Wall wreath laying ceremony.                   Photo by Kim traina
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awaRds

Defense Meritorious Service Medal
Cmdr. Timothy Decker

Coast Guard Commendation Medal
CWO4 Harold Willaford

Coast Guard Achievement Medal
Lt. Cmdr. Todd Remusat

Marine Safety Insignia
MST1 Ann Schieser

ttaps

ggMC Ronald H. “Ron” Kesler, 
68, USCggR (ret.), passed away 

on May 16, 2016, in Salt Lake 

City, Utah. He served on active 

duty onboard the CGC TANEY. 

He transitioned to the Coast 

Guard Reserve and retired 

following thirty years of total 

service. Ron graduated Jordan 

High School and attended the 

University of Utah before a life-

long career in sales. An avid 

outdoorsman, he spent the past five years working at 

Gallenson’s gun store.

He is survived by his sister Linda, of Salt Lake City, sons 

Sterling and Matthew and seven grandchildren, all from 

Washington state.

��

National Desert Storm Memorial

The 2016 National Memorial Day Parade in Washington, 

D.C., started with icons from America’s early conflicts and 

progressed in chronological order from the veterans of World 

War II to the veterans from America’s most recent conflicts. 

This year over 500 OPERATION DESERT STORM veterans 

marched in the parade to commemorate the 25th anniversary 

of the Gulf War. As with all of the of the Nation’s conflicts, the 

Coast Guard, and since its creation in 1941 the Coast Guard 

Reserve, played a role in Desert Shield/Storm. Authorized 

by Congress in 2014, plans are under development for the 

creation of a National Desert Storm Memorial to be built on or 

near the National Mall.

On August 22, 1990, President George H. Bush authorized 

the call up of members of the Selected Reserve to active duty in 

support of OPERATION DESERT SHIELD. Three port security 

units (PSU's), consisting of 550 Coast Guard reservists, were 

ordered to the Persian Gulf in support of the operation, 

marking the first involuntary overseas mobilization of Coast 

Guard Reserve PSU's in the Coast Guard Reserve's 50-year 

history. A total of 950 Coast Guard reservists were called to 

active duty. Other reservist duties included supervising vessel 

inspection and loading hazardous military cargoes at home.

On September 14, 1990, the Secretary of Transportation 

and the Commandant of the Coast Guard authorized the first-

ever deployment of a Reserve port security unit overseas. PSU 

303, staffed by reservists from Milwaukee and Wisconsin was 

the first unit deployed. The unit was stationed in Al-Dammam, 

Saudi Arabia.

Eight days later, on September 22, a second port security 

unit, PSU 301, staffed by reservists from Buffalo, New York, 

was deployed to Al-Jubayl, Saudi Arabia.

On November 14, 1990, PSU 302, staffed by reservists from 

Cleveland, Ohio, arrived in the Gulf. They were stationed in 

Bahrain.

Additional pictures from the parade can be viewed at: http://

www.studio660photography.com/

Information on the national desert Storm War Memorial can be 

found at: http://www.ndswm.org/

Photo courtesy of Studio 660 Photography

http://www.studio660photography.com/
http://www.ndswm.org/
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Coast guard crew members fire an 
MK110 57 mm naval gun system 
during a live-fire exercise aboard 
Coast guard Cutter StRatton 
(WMSL 752) in support of Rim of 
the Pacific 2016. 

Photo by Pa2 andrew Blackstock

ReseRvist  Magazine
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a boatcrew from Coast guard Station 
Port Canaveral, Florida, enforces a safety 
and security zone during a rocket launch 
off the coast of Cape Canaveral, June 24. 
the Coast guard helps provide safety and 
security services for launches out of the 
Kennedy Space Center.

Photo by Pa2 anthony L. Soto

a C-27J Medium Range 
Surveillance airplane sits on 
the runway at Coast guard 

aviation Logistics Center 
in elizabeth City, north 

Carolina. the C-27J is the 
newest Coast guard aircraft 

to join the fleet and will be 
used in maritime patrol, drug 

and migrant interdiction, 
disaster response, and search 

and rescue missions. 
Photo by PaC nyxoLyno Cangemi

Coast guard Cutter StRatton's crewmembers aboard Coast guard small boat return 
to Stratton after a humanitarian assistance/disaster relief event for Rim of Pacific 
exercise 2016, Wednesday, July 13. twenty-six nations, 49 ships, six submarines, 
about 200 aircraft, and 25,00 personnel are participating in RiMPaC from June 29 
to aug. 4 in and around the Hawaiian islands and Southern California. the world's 
largest international maritime exercise, RiMPaC provides a unique training opportunity 
critical to ensuring the safety of sea lanes and security on the world's oceans. RiMPaC 
2016 is the 25th exercise in the series that began in 1971.  Photo by Pa3 Loumania Stewart 
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